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IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES. 
FEBRUARY 12, 1896.-Referred to the Cqmmittee on Indian Affairs and ordered to be 
printed. 
The VICE-PRESIDENT presented the following 
LETTER FROM THE SECRETARY OF THE INT.ERIOR, TRANSMIT-
TING AN AGREEMENT MADE AND CONCLUDED OCTOBER 9, 
1895, WITH THE INDIANS OF THE FORT BELKNAP RESERVA-
TION, IN MONTANA, BY WILLIAM C. POLLOCK, GEORGE BIRD 
GRINNELL, AND WALTER M. CLEMENTS, COMMISSIONERS AP-
POINTED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE ACT OF MARCH 2, 
1895. 
DEP AR'l'MEN'I: OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, February 12, 1896". 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith an agreement made and 
concluded October 9, 1895. with the Indians of the Fort Belknap Hes-
ervation, in Montana, by William C. Pollock, George Bird Grinnell, and 
vValter M. Clements, commissioners appointed Ullder the provisions of 
the act of March~, 1~95 (~8 Stat. L., 900). 
I also transmit the report of the commission, the vroceedings of couu-
cils held with the Indians, the report of Mr. V\T alter H. Weed, the geolo-
gist, on the mineral resources of the lands ceded, together with draft 
-of a bill prepared by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs and the Com-
missioner of the General Land Office to ratify the said agreement as 
shown by their accompanying letters. 
It appears from the statements made in these papers that the price 
fixed for these lands will reimburse to the United States the amount 
agreed to be paid the Indians, and because of this the matter is pre-
sented for the favorable action of Congress. 
Very respectfully, 
HoKE SMITH, Secretary. 
The PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AF:F.AIRS, 
Washington, J-an~ta,ry 11, 1896. 
SIR: By a chtuse iri the last Indian appropriation act (28 Stat. L., 
900) provision was made for negotiations with the Indians of the Black-
feet and Fort Belknap reservations, in the State of Molltana, for the 
surrender of certain portions of their respective reservations, as follows: 
To enable the Secretary of the Interior, in his discretion, to negotiate with the 
Belknap Indians for the surrender of certain portions of their reservation, sit.uated 
~n the north central portion of the State of Montana, and the Blackfeet Indians for 
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the snrrender of certain portions of tlleir reservation, situated in the north western 
part of the State of :Montana, three thousanu five lJ nndre(l dollars; and the Secre-
tary of the Interior is hereby authorized to appoint, a conunission to negotiate with 
the ~;aid Belknap and Blackfeet Indians for the ceding of said portions of their respec-
tive reservations, any agreement thus negotiated being subject to a,ction by Congress. 
Under and in pursuance of this provision the Secretary appointed a 
commission, consisting of William 0. Pollock, George Bird Grinnell, 
and Walter M. Clements, to conduct the negotiations provided for with 
the Indians mentioned, and instructions for their guidance were pre-
pared in this office and submitted with my report of August 19, 1893, 
for your approval. They were approved by you on August 21, 1895, 
and returned to this office, and on the same date tlley were sent to the 
commissioners. 
I am now in receipt of a report, of December 14, 1895, from Messrs. 
Pollock and Grinnell, transmitting an agreement reached by them with 
the Indians of the Fort Belknap Heservation, Mr. Clements having on 
account of ill health been compelled to return to his llome before tbe 
negotiations with these Indians bad been concluded, of wbieh fact the 
Department was advised by me in a report of October 15, 1HH5. 
The object of the negotiations with the Indians mentioned in the law 
was to secure the cession by them of the mountainous portions of their 
respective reservations supposed to contain valuable deposits of gold, 
silver, and copper. The agreement with the Fort Belknap Indian~ was 
concluded on October 9, 1895. 
By articlP 1 thereof the Indians cede a portion of the Fort Bellmap 
ReserYation 011 the south, which is described principally by natural 
boundaries and bearings to natural points, and embraces the seetion 
supposed to contain valuable mineral deposits, a11d is in extent about 
40,000 acres of land. 
By ~trticle 2 the United States agrees, in consideration for the cession 
contained in artide 1, to pay to the Indians the sum of $360,000, to be 
deposited ill the TreasUiy and draw interest at the rat.e of ±per cent 
per annum immediately upon tlw expiration of the payments provided 
for by article ;) of the agreement with said Indians, which was rati-
fied by the act of May 1, 1888 (25 St,at. L., 113), $90,000. or so much 
thereof as may be necessary, to be expended annually in the "pur-
chase of cows, bulls, and other live stock, goods, clothing, subsistence, 
agricultural implements, in providing employees, in the education 
of Indiau children, in procuring medicine and medical attendance, 
in the care and support of the aged, sick, and infirm~ mtd helpless 
orphans, in the erection and keeping in repair of such new agency and 
school lmildings, mills, blacksmith, carpenter, and wagon shops as may 
be necessary, in assisting the Indians to build and keep in repair their 
houses, inclose and irrigate their farms, and in such other ways as may 
best promote tbeir civilization and improvement." 
It is also provided in said article that any surplus accumulated under 
and remaining at the expiration of payments provided for iu the agree-
ment of 1877 shall also bear interest at the rate of 4 per cent per annum, 
and be snbjeet to expenditure for the purposes above stated, as in the 
case of the sum of $360,000. 
Article 3 provides that Indians who are qualified shall be given pref-
erence in the employment of agency and school employees, and that all 
cattle issued to tbe Indians for stock-raising purposes and their prog-
eny shall bear the brand of the Indian Department, and not be sold, 
exchanged, or slaughtered except with the consent of the agent in 
charge, but the Commissioner of Indian Affairs may remove tqis re-
striction. 
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Article 4 provides, in order to encourage habits of industry and to 
reward labor, that. in the giving out or distribution of cattle or other 
stock, goods, clothing, subsistence, and agricultural implements, pref-
erence shall be given to Indians who endeavor by honest labor to 
support themselves, and especially those who in good faith undertake 
the cultivation of the soil and engage iu pastoral pursuits. 
Article 5 recites that the scarcity of water on the reservation renders 
the pursuit of agl"iculture difficult and uncertain, and that the reserva-
tion is well adapteu to stock raising; and provides that during the 
exi:::;tence of the agreement no allotments of land in ~everalty slJall be 
made, but that the reservation shall continue to be held by the Indians 
as a communal grazing tract upon which their herds may feed undis-
turbed; and that after the expiration of the agreement the reservation 
shall coutiuue to be so held unti1 such time as a majority of the adult 
males of the tri"be::5 shall request iu writing that allotment in severalty 
shall be made of their lands. It further provides that any member of 
the tribe may, with the approval of the agent iu charge, fence in such 
area of htnu as he and the members of his family would be entitled to 
under the allotment net, and may file with the agent a description of 
such land and of the improvements that he has made on the same, and 
that the filing of such description 8hall give !Jim tlJe rigllt to take such 
land when allotments of the lauds in severalty shall be made. 
Artide 6 provides for the survey of the boundary line described in 
article 1 immediately after the ratification of the agreement by Congress, 
such survey to begit1 not later than ninety clays after such ratification. 
Article 7 provides that none of the money realized under this ageee-
melit shall be used to pay any claim for damages because of depreda-
tious committed by the Indians prior to the date of the agreement. 
Article 8 continues iu force all the provisions of the agTeement of 
1887 not in conflict with this agreement. 
By article 9 ''it i~ understood and declared that wherever the word 
Indian i::5 used in thi::5 agreement it includes mixed bloods as well as 
full bloods." 
Article 10 provides that the agreement shall not be binding upon 
either party until ratified by Congress. 
In their iustructions the commissioner8 were ad vised that the objects 
in making the crest of the I-'itt.le l~ocky lYiountain range the southern 
boundary of the Fort Belknap Reservation by the agreement of 1887 
were, that the Indians could have the benefit of the timber and building 
stone abounding in the mountains, and which would be greatly needed 
by them in building houses and otherwise improving their· homes; and· 
also that the Indian Department slJoulcl have the control of the waters of 
the streams having their sources in the mountains for much-needed irri-
gation and for domestic uses by the Indians. They were instructed 
that these matters should receive their careful consideration in order 
that no irreparable damage migl1t be clone the Indians by depriving 
them of these important benefits, which might be vital to their very 
existence; that they could, by a thorough study of the situation, deter-
mine how best to protect the Indians in the contiuued enjoyment of the 
natural resources of their reservation, and so arrange the boundaries 
of any portion of their reservation that the Indians might be willing 
to cede, as to retain a sufficient area of timber and stone-bearing lands 
to meet their future wants. 
By an examination of the records of the proceedings of the councils 
held by the commissioners with the Fort Belknap Indians it will be 
observed that the Indians were assured by the commissioners that they 
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would not be giving up any of their timber or grass lands by a cession 
of the tract described in the agreement, and that they would have 
ample water for all their needs. The ceded tract is described in a report 
by geologist Walter H. Weed as the "central porphyry region, includ-
iug the highest peaks and head-water gulches of the streams." In 
another part of his report he describes this porphyry region as being 
''covered with scrubby pines and brush, none of which is useful for 
timber." 
These remarks by the commissioners at the councils and what Mr. 
Weed says in his report as above set forth relative to the character of 
the ceded lands are all that is contained in the papers accompanying 
the agreement from which to . determine whether the Indians have 
retained sufficient water and timber and stone bearing lands for their 
future needs; but Mr. Pollock, the chairman of the commission, assures 
me informally that the water rights of the Indians will not be in any 
way impaired by the cession, and that they have retained enough wood 
and water for their uses for all time. I am therefore satisfied that in 
making this agreement these vital interests of the Indians have received 
the due consideration of the commissioners and have been preserved 
intact. · 
The tract ceded contains, according to the report of the commission, 
something over 40,000 aeres of land. The consideration agreed on is 
$360,000 or about$!) per acre. As to the price, the commissioners state 
that-
The price to be paid is large, per acre, but it bas been definitely demonstrated that 
gold in paying quantities is to be found there. This is shown by the fact that con-
siderable quantities have been surreptitiously mined and carried off, and by the facts 
shown in the report of Mr. Walter H. vVeecl, of the Geological Survey, submitted 
herewith. 
These Indians have not made the progress in the last few years that they should 
have, aud will be far from self-supporting when payments under the agreement of 
1887 shall have expired. 
It seems absolutely certain that some agreement must be made with them for the 
purchase of a part of their lands, or that they must receive gratuitous support from 
the Government for several years to come, to prevent suffering and starYation among 
them. Only a small portion of their reservation can he used for the growing of 
crops, and they must eventually rely upon the raising of cattle for their support. 
Taking into consideration the valuable mineral deposits known to 
exist within the ceded tract and the necessities of the Indians, I am of 
the opinion that the price agreed upon by the commissioners is not 
more than the land is worth. No immediate appropriation is necessary 
except such sum as may be required to make the survey of the new 
boundary provided for in article 6 of the agreement. It is thought 
that by a wise expenditure of the money provided for in this agreement 
for the purposes mentioned thetein, and the balances that can be saved 
from the annual appropriations for the benefit of the Fort Belknap 
Indiaus under the agreement of 1887, the Indians can be assisted for 
nearly eight years yet to come, by which time it is hoped that they will 
have so adva11ced in industrial habits as to need very little, if any fur-
ther, help from the Government. 
The other provisions of the agreement commend themselves. I deem 
it expedient, however, to invite attention to article 5, which provides in 
effect that no allotment of lands in severalty shall be made during the 
existeuce of this agreement, and thereafter until a majority of the 
adult male Indians shall request it in writing. As to this I wish to say, 
that while I would oppose such au agreement as a matter of general 
policy, I think that, iu view of the character of the reservations in 
Montana, aud coudition and education of the Indians thereon, there 
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would be no serious objection to such an arrangement with respect to 
them. It is well known that there are very little if any lands on this 
reservation that are suitable for agricultural uses, and that a great, 
part thereof is valuable for stock-raising purposes, and that it will be 
some yean; before the Indians will likely reach such a position in 
advanceruent toward the customs and habits of civilized life as to make 
it advisable to extend to them the allotment policy of the Government, 
even if their lands were suitable. I therefore see no o~jection to said 
article 5 as applying to the Fort Belknap Reservation. 
I have prepared, in duplicate, a draft of a bill to ratify tllis agree-
ment and to appropriate $1,500 to make the survey of the new boundary 
of the Fort Belknap Reserva,tion et'tablished thereby, if so much be 
neeessary, and have the bonor to tra11smit the same herewith, with the 
recommendation that one part be transmitted to the Vice-President to 
be laid before the Senate, and tbe other be transmitted to the Speaker 
of the Hom;;e of Repret'entatives to be laid before that body. 
I also transmit two copies of this report, two copies of the agree-
ment, two copies of the record of the proceedings of the councils at 
which the agreement was negotiated, and two copies of tlw report of 
tbe commissioners, and of the report of Geologist Weed, referred to 
therein, with the recommendation that one copy of each be forwarded 
to t·he Vice-President for tlle information of the Seuate, and one copy 
be forwarded to the Speaker for the information of the House of Rep-
resentatives. 
I have made 110 suggestions in the draft of a bill to ratify t.Uis agree-
ment, herewith submitted, touching the disposition of the ceded portion 
of the reservation after the survey of the new boundary line, for the 
reason tbat I have thought that that is a m:-ttter for consideration by 
and recommendation from tlle Commissioner of tlte General Land Office. 
The originaJ agreement and the papers which aecompanied it are 
retained itl the files of this office. 
Very respectfully, your obedieut servant, 
D. M. Bl~OWNING, Oormn:is8ioner. 
The SECRETARY OF 'l'HE lN'l'ERIOR. 
The UOM:)IlSSIONER OF iNDIAN AFFAIRS. 
Sn~: The commission appointed under authority of the act of Con-
gress, approved JYiarch 2, 1895, to negotiate with the Fort Belknap and 
Blackfeet Indians for the surrender of certain portions of their respec-
tive reservations in the State of Montana, have the honor to submit 
the following report of their negotiations with the ln(liaus on tl1e Fort 
Belknap Heservation: 
The commission reached this reservation 011 t:;uuday, September ~9, 
1895. 
It was found necessary to visit tl1e lands proposed to he surrendered 
in order to ascertain their extent, and to obtain a description thereof. 
Accol'(ltngly, two of the commissioners, Messrs. Pollock and Grin11el1, 
made a trip to the mouutains, taking with them Indians from each of 
the tribe::;, Assinniboines and Gros Ventres of the Prairie, residi11g there. 
Arrangemeuts had been made with the agent to notify the Indians that 
a conneil would be held on the following Saturday, and one was held on 
that day, as also on October 7 and October 8, at which time the terms 
of an agreement were virtually decided upon. 
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An ag-reement drawn in accordance with the understanding reached 
was submitted to the council on the 9th, and received the signatures of 
a majority of the male adult Indians of the two tribes. . 
Mr. Clements on account of ill health was compelled to start for his 
horne on • \ctober 6, and leave the completion of the work to the other 
members of the commission. 
The time of the visit to this reservation was unfavorable because a 
change of agent,s was just being made-the new agent takiug charge on 
October l-and because there was a political quarrel in progress in the 
Gros Ventre tribe. The young men of this tribe were in rebellion 
against the leadership of the older men, and sought to assert their inde-
pendence by opposing the sale of any of their lands, the older men 
being in favor of the sale. 
Out of a total of 334 male adult Indians of the t.wo tribes, 190, being 
a majority of 46, signed the agreement. This included about five-sixths 
of the Assinniboines and only one-fourth of the Gros Ventres. 
The amount of land ceded cau not be definitely stated, but it is sup-
posed to be something over 40,000 acres. Tile price agreed to be paid 
is large, per acre, but it has been definitely demoustrated that gold in 
payiug quantities is to be found there. This is shown by the fact that 
considerable quantities have been surreptitiously mined and carried 
off, and by the facts shown in the -report of Mr. Walter H. Weed, of 
the Geological Snrvey, submitted herewith. 
These Indians have not made the progress in the last few years that 
they should have, and will be far from self-supporting when payments 
under the agTeement of 1887 shall have expired. 
It seems absolutely certain that some agreement must be made with 
them for the purchase of a part of their lands, or that they must receive 
gratuitous support from the Government for several years to come to 
prevent suffering and starvation among them. Only a small portion 
of their reservation can be used for the growing of crops, and they 
must eventually rely upon the raising of cattle for their ~mpport. 
This agreement provides that the money to be pnid for these lands 
shall be deposited in the Treasury of the United States and draw interest 
at the rate of 4 per cent per annum, and to be expended under the direc-
tion of the Secretary of the Interior at the rate of not more than $90,000 
per year. · 
The agreement further provides that the boundaries of the ceded 
lands shall be surveyed and marked before the same shall be open to 
occupancy by the whites; also that no allotment shall be made during 
the existence of this agreement, nor afterwards, until the same shall be 
asked for by the Indians, aiHl that the provisions of the agreement of 
1887 not in confliet with this agreement shall continue in force and effect. 
The minutes of the different councils transmitted herewith will show 
the position taken by these Indians and. the reasons for incorporating 
in .the agreement the various provisions found there. 
Every effort was made to conduct these negotiations in such manner 
as that the Indians would fully understand all that was said, and to 
that end it w·as necessary to have an interpreter for each tribe and two 
for the commission. No promises were made or assurances given that 
anything would be done for them other than what is provided for in the 
agreement. 
Respectfully submitted. 
DECEMBER 14, 1895. 
WILLIAM 0. POLLOCK. 
GEO. BIRD GRINNELL. 
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PROCEEDINGS OF COUNCILS OF THE COMMISSIONERS APPOINTED TO 
NEGOTIATE WITH THE FORT BELKN~P INDIANS. 
FORT BELKNAP INDIAN AGENCY, MONT., 
October 5, 18.95. 
In pursuance of a notice issueu by the agent, the Indians and commissioners met 
in council on Saturday, October 5, 1895. 
The services of a stenographer bad not yet been obtained, an it therefore the proceed-
ings of this council were not taken down in full. 
It was soon developed that there was a dispute among the Indians as to the 
advisability of disposing of an~' of their lands. It wa.s deemed best to adjourn the 
council until Monday, October 7, to give the Indians time for consultation among 
themselves, and this was accordingly done. 
FORT BELKNAP INDIAX AGEXCY; MOXT., 
Octobe1· 7, 1896. 
On this day Commissioners W. C. Pollock and George Bird Grinne1l met the Inc1i-
ans in council, and the Indians havi11g requested that the proceedings might be 
reduced to writing, their request was complied with, and the following is the steno-
graphic report of said proceedings: 
The commissioners having annmmcecl to thf' Indians that they were ready to hear 
from them, the following Indians addressed them, each through the proper inter-
preter: 
WHITE \VEASEL (Gros Ventre). Yon commissioners have come to get part of the 
reservation, and I can't Ycry well spare any of it. I don't like to sell it. I don't 
want to sell. That is all I cn.n say. (White Weasel here touches t.he stenographer's 
pen in testimony of his statement.) 
SLEEPING BEAR (Gros Ventre). The Inuiaus are taJking all different antl I don't 
know what to do, so I think I will not sell; that is all I can tell you. I can't sell 
any of the reservation. 
BLACK WoLF (Gros Ventre). I cau't sell any of the reservation; the reRervation 
is small enongh now; I can't sell any of it. [Black V{ olf here touches the pen in tes-
timony of his statement.] 
PADDY SKI~NER (Gros Ventre). I like my land and I can't give any away. I don't 
want to sell it, because I like mv laud . 
. JERRY RUNNING FIRI-mR (Gros Ventre). I am willing to sell a part of t.he reser-
vation. I think I will do well afterwards if I sell a part of the reservation. 
OTTER ROBE (Gros Ventre).· I say the same as Jerry (Running Fisher); that is all 
I can Ray. I am willing to sell. 
FLAT HEAD (Gros Ventre), I don't like to sell. 
MAN SrTs HIGH (Gros Ventre). I like what yon told me; I waut you to help m~. 
BusnY HEAD (Gros Ventre). I am willing to do as yon three men advised me. I 
would like to get more cattle; that is all. 
LAME BrLL (Gros Ventre). Look at my hair; it is gray. I say the f'ame thing as 
I said before-! don't want to sell. 
MANY EAGLE TAILS (Gros Ventre). I will not sell my resenation; I like it. This 
is the proof that I will not Hell it. [Many Eagle Tails here tourhes stenographer's 
pen.] 
WHITE BIRD (Gros Ventre). I like my reservation and I want help. 
PHANK LOPER (Gros Ventre). My reserv:1tion is small enough and I don't want to 
sell it. I want to touch the pen to prove that I don't sell it. [Prank Loper here 
touches the pen.] 
Mr. Pollock here addressed the Indians, through interpreters, as follows: 
My friends, we bad a short talk with you on Saturday. At that time you bad not 
agreed among yourselves what to do; one of you woulrl tnlk one way and another 
one another way. This was very bad; we were very sorry to see it. We had 
thought by waiting until to-day that you would havo been able to come together 
and follow one path. vVe are sorry to find that yon are not yet agreed. 
\Ve are not here to try to force you to sell any of your land. We are willing to 
advise you what we think will be for your best goofl to do. \Ve told you on Saturday 
that we saw no way for you to get beef, cattle, tlonr, wagons, or anything else after 
your preseat a.greement expires, unless by the sale of some more of your lnnd. \Ve 
still believe this is the best plan for you. If the majority, the most of yon, do not 
think this, all we can do is to go back to \Vashington without havinp; done anything. 
If we do this anrl you come to the agent three years from now and ask him for some-
thing to eat, or for a wagon, or for some cattle, yon will be very much disappointed 
when you can not get it. If, tl1en, yon go bac1.- to your women and babies without 
anything, and they are crying for something to eat, you will be sorry that you did 
not think better at this time. 
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I unrlerstand that some of the young men think that they should have more voice 
in the affairs of the tribes; but I want to say to them that the way to get that control 
and influence is not to go wrong; the way to do it is to go right. 1 want to say to 
these young men to think well what they are doing at this time, because if they go 
wrong now they will never have any influence with their people after this. 
The land which some of ,you are ready to sell is not used by anybody. vVe were 
up there and looked at it. There is no timber there; there is no grass there; there 
is no place that you could plow and sow oats or wheat; you can grow nothing there. 
As we said before, we don't want you to part with any of your gralils lands; we don't 
want you to sell any of your timber lauds, and we want you to keep it so that you 
will have all the water that yon need. All these things you will need, and in addi-
tion to them, all that you can do here is to raise cattle. We want to see you put 
in the way of getting enough cattle so that you will have a gootl many to sell every 
year. 
We are soiTy that you have not done better with the cattle you had before, but we 
believe now tbat yon are ready to do better when you get some more. I don't know 
where yon are goiug to get them, because yon haven't money enough now to buy 
cattle awl to feed your people as long as they will need it. 
I will only say again, think over these matters carefully~ and be sure you are right 
if you still refnse to sell. 
Mr. Grinnell then adtlrtssetl the Indians as follows: 
I see that some of yon people a'i·e pretty blind; yon can't see far. You see the 
things that are close to your face, bnt tbe things that are farther otf yon can't see 
at all. You are like people looking through a fog~you see thi11gs near by, but the 
· things far off are hidden. Yon think that because for seven or eight years yon have 
ha<l plenty to eat and have lived well, and for the next year or two you are going l.o 
haye plenty to eat, that it will always go on like that. That is not true; it is not 
gohtg to last. I go ahont among different people and see t.bem, how they are fixed, 
- how many cattle they have got, bow they farm; I don't see anybody as poor as you 
people. 
Two years from now, if yon don't make any agreement with the Government, you 
will just have to kill your cattle and then you will haYe to stan e. It makes me 
feel badl.\· to think of this. If ynu sell some of this Jan<l and get money euongh to 
keep you going for some years longer, and then work and take care of your <?attle, 
after that you will he like white people aml be nule to take care of yourselves. 
When a white man wants money, be takes something aml goes to tlte store and the 
trader gives 11im money that he can pnt in his pocket; that supports him; that buys 
food for his wife and cbildreu. The only thing yon ha\·e to SPll is this little piece 
of lan(l that you do not nse. I should like to see yon sell thnt., because if you don't 
I ?an not te~l how, after these two years are gone, you are goiug to live-yon or your 
wives or children. 
THE MALE (Assinmboine). I agree with you in your pnrpose in coming out here 
to bny a portion of the reservation. I won](l like to see my own people living. I 
want you when you return to \Vashi11gton to te1l them that I saiLl "Ye~,'' and that I 
like to live aud J am willing to sell a portion or the rcservation. I was raised with-
out starving, and I wonhllil<e to lin~ that way; thnt. is the reason I say "Yes.n 
LITTLE CHIEF (Assirmiboi11e). I have something to ~"::tY to yon, and I am not 
ashamecl to say it. I am glad to ~ee yon here. There are many bad men among 
these 11eople, bnt I am not one of t.hem. I am willing to go the way yon advise. I 
am a poor mau, and when yon come here and support me for a few more years, I 
am glad of it. Yon have come ont here to l>ny the mine, but I don't like to sell any 
other portiou of the land, bnt I am willing to sell thnt mine. I wonld like to have 
a ten-ye:1r trenty again, and by that time the generatio11 to ('ome might be able to 
support themselves alone. First of all things I wonld like to have som0 cattle, as 
that is the trne factor to lh-e \Yith. And next to cattle I would like to have some 
implements, the same as yon people m;e. As you stated, I wonld not like to sell any 
of the forest, grass, or w<tter, but I woulcl like to see the fntnre generation live upon 
that, if possil1le. You see me here before yon, and yon can Ree that I am weak, and 
not strong. You see me stand here, weak, and I can not dig that mine, but your 
race can, and I woulcllike to make a ten-year treaty with yon. 
"\VETAN (Assinniboine). vVhen I see the commissioners come out here to bny a 
portion of the land, I generally agree wit.h them. I always look to the futnre and 
see bow my children are going to li,·e. I would like to reeeh-e a ten-year treaty for 
this land. I can't count money, but I wonld like to have a, ten-year treaty and fur-
nish ns with some cattle that we can raise. I woulcllike to have a little more mow-
ing machines; there are some in the wa.rebonse, but it is a han1 time to get them out. 
I would like to hny some mowing machines if I had the money. 
MEDICINE BRAR (Assinnihoine). I am a poor man and I will listen to what you 
say. I always thiuk about living. If I was thinking of dying I would have been 
dead long ago. I like to eat, and that is why I am living. Ever since I was born I 
have been accustome(l to no privations, and that is the way I like to live. That is 
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the reasot: the Great Father has sent you commissioners out here. \Vhen I see you 
out here I see that I can live yet, and that I am going to have some more meat yet. 
The only thing that I am living for now is eating. Ever since I have been living 
there hasn't been a day bnt what I h:.we had something to eat nll this time. It makes 
me feel good when I hear a man talking about that I can live yet. I urn living now 
and I have a hard time, and when I thiuk that the Great Father thinks of me, and 
sends you out here, it makes me feel good. I am willing to do as yon advise; I say 
"Yes" to what you ask. 
It is the Great !!'ather that ha~ kept us alive all this time, and that is the same 
Great Father th:1t has ~ent yon ont here that I may live, a11d I am thankful for it. I 
am not willing for ~·on to fool me; I clon't like to see yon fool me, :111d I don't like to 
fool you neither. Yon see for yourself that, these lndiaiJS are poor, and when you get 
back to \Vashington you must show these papers what \\·e say here. You :1re afraid 
to tell a lie, and I am just the same way. I would like to have a .ten.yem· t.reaty with 
the Government. I want to rec·eive many t,hings from the Government so that I won' t 
suffer anything. I am very poor-I am Yery poor, an .L that is the reason I am so 
thaukful to see yon come out here to make a treaty with us. I am not willing to sell 
the forest, nor the wa,ter, nor any of the things that you mention-that is, the grass, 
wood, and other things-lmt I am willing to sell that mine. I wonld like to see you 
work it to yonr benetit. 
EYE::l IN THE \VATEH (Assinnihoine). I am glacl that you want to exchange this 
mine for something that we may }jye upon. 1 have told you that I like to lhe and 
that I wonlrl like to make n ten-year treaty with you. I WRnt yon to ta he that dnwn. 
I don't like you to fool uw, but I want yon to help me to live ::mll h(~lp me to aeeolll-
plish this. I mean everything-imple111ents and other things-and if ;you follow that 
ont I will snre liYe. The GnJat Father has built the schoolhouse :mel this pluce here, 
and 1 hate to see anv of the children taken awav to the Eastern schools. I don 't 
want no big fence on· the reservatim1. You see these Iudi:ms aronnd here; they nre 
very few, hut when yon come out llere witl1 t,he iutent,ion of making a treat~· with 
them so th~y will live they feel good over it. I am 110t willing to give you the wood, 
nor the grass, nor the water, hnt only t11ose rocks lying nrmmd the mines, and don't 
shnt off" the water. If yon (lon't tonch those tbiugf', the people might liYo a little 
while yet. I am not stroug, 1mt if you ngree to what I ask, these people nTmmd here 
will liYe. I wonld like to have a teu-.vear treaty again. 
No BEAR (Gros VeutrP). Yon comnussioneTs have con1e a long 'vays to get a small 
portion of my lnnd, aml I am willing to st>ll it; l "\Vant some more cattle for it. I am 
not willi11g to sell the bmber, nor the gra~;s, noT the water, ln1t I would like to get 
cattle for that mine. Thnt is all I have to RHY. 
LoN<; KNIFI·~ (Assinniboine). I felt good wiwn I lwarcl you were con1ing-. \Vhen 
tbey made the former treaty wit,h us there was many things that they didn"t carry 
out that tlle~· agreeu to carry ont. They said a good llla.uy thiugs that was good to 
us, hut they ueYer canied them ont; but yon couunist>ioners, I don 't want yon to treat 
liR that way. Ym1 h:wo come here with the intention of making a trf'aty that we 
should JiyB. There is no other trille of Inclians that I have charge of, only this, and 
that is all there is liviug now. 
These Indians sitting around here: I would lil-:e to see them ha\e something to eat 
a.nd liYe yet; that is ''"hat I think. You come out here ,.,·ith tlle int(')Jtion of bn_yillg 
the mine :md I am willing to give it to you, bnt not over a mile wi(le. I don't know 
how to connt money, bnt 1 wonld like to malw n ten·yenr treaty, so that by that 
time I might have a couple of children raised. Yon see th(cse people aruuud here 
(Assinuiboh1es) are all of the same miud, to sell. I don't know whether )·ou will 
fool me or not, but that is what I have been thiiJldug of~whether yon will fool me. 
I ask for a ten-year treaty, bnt yon can get more rno11ey ont of that mine than a tPll-
year treaty will lle. I would like to mise lll.Y children, and that iR the reason I say 
that. I don't know how to 'vork or anything yet, and the time is coming close before 
I am ready, so I would like to make a. tm1-year treaty agai11. Th(·1·e is only three 
years left on the other treaty, nn<l I cloH't lmow a. thing .Yet. IllaYe come to realize 
tha.t I don't know anything, nutl then when I look upon 111y ehil(lren I wOil(lPr how 
I am going to ra.i:se them after that three yen.rR is np. Beyoml that 1 ha.vb nobody to 
rely ou except you and the Great Father, an<l I (lon 't waut you to fool me. I want 
to make a treaty. If yon fool me you will make me poor. And auotber thiug, I 
don't want to Ree any of my children go off on thnt railroad OYer hero. Tl1ere iR two 
RchoolR ''11 this r, Rervation; there is one bere and one at the mountains, and I want 
to see t.hem go to school there. That is all. 
BAD Dou (Assinniboine). I am thankful that I can live ~yet. I am gla:d that the 
Great Father sent you out here that I migllt live. ·when the Gre::t.t Father has any-
thing to say to mt>, I always say ye's; whPJJ you advise any1hi1Jg- hard to me I always 
say ye~. I am an Indian, bnt I think myRelf to be a. white man. You ask for that 
mine, and I am willing to give it, but I don't, want you to touch any of the rocks or 
grass or water; that i:;; what I will depeud upon. I want cattle. I mean everything 
that I say. [Bad Dog here touches the pen.] 
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BLACK BULL (Assinniboine). I have heard that the Great Father has macle treaties 
with the Indians that used to be further up the .Missouri River, hut it has come this 
far. When they have any talk like this with any of you people, I never come, but 
this is the first time I comA. These chiefs have agreed to give you the mille, and I 
am willing to give it also. lf yon make any agreements with us, I don't want you 
to fool us. These chiefs are asking for a ten-year treaty, and I would like to carry 
it out. I have spoken to you now, anu I have not much to say to you. 
CLOUD BEAR (Assinniboine). I am also in favor of giving that mine over there. 
I don't want you to ask for it twice, I am willing to give it the first time. I woultl 
like to receive some lh·e stock-some cattle ancl some steers. I favor that ten-year 
treaty. I don't know how to count money, but whatever amount it is, I would.like 
to have it run out for ten years. 
SNAPPING ·woLF (Assillniboine). All these are my grandchildren (referring to 
assembled Indians). When I think of you coming out here to treat with us I feel 
good. You have asked for that mine and we told you that we would give it to yon. 
All these young fellows in the AAsinniboine tribe all have the Aame mind about it. 
You have come out here to give us a treaty and I feel good over it. This major, here, 
who watches over our rations, we would like to have yon tell him to g·ive us a litUe 
more rations. You have tried to make white chilJren out of my children by send-
ing them 1 o school, and I feel good over it. I feel goocl from the fact that my chil-
clren go to Achool on this reservation; these children will work together when they 
grow up. All these Indians' children are all veak, and they are not able to do 
anything yet for themselves. If you will make a ten-year treaty, they might be able 
to do something for themselves in less than ten years. 
Tr-m AsSINNIBOINE (Gros Ven~.rt•). I don't want to sell the reservation; I like it. 
I can't very well sell it, as the reservation is small. That is all I can tell you. 
HORSE CAPTURE (Gros Ventre). I can't sell the reservation myself; I lea.ve it to 
the school children. 
THE FORK (Gros Ventre) . .My reservation is very small, and I am not willing to 
sell any of it. I want to live and stay here, and I am not willing to sell it. [Touches 
the pen.] 
SLEEPING HULL (Gros Ventre). I am not willing to sell. That is all I have to say. 
[Touches the pen.] 
THREE WHITE Cows (Gros Ventre). I want you to have pity on me. I am tired 
now taking care of this agency. The Great Father gave me this tag I have got on 
me to be a policeman. I want you to tell the Great Father the truth, anrl I am going 
to tell you what I think. I want to get some cattle, and I would like to make a 
treaty for a few more years so that I can get grub to live on. .My people here, these 
Gros Ventres, say that they are willing to let a portion of the reservation go, a little 
on the other side of the sawmill-a strip through there. I want you to help me. 
That is all I have to say. 
GRAY BEAR (Gros Ventre). I am willing to sell. 
BEAR Sun:T (Gros Ventre). I am glad that you come here to make me live good. 
I am willing to let a part of the reservation go, but I am not willing to sell the tim-
ber nor the grass nor the water. That is all. 
CAPTUH.E ( Gros Ventr~). I am not willing to sell the reservation. It is very small, 
and I like it. That is all. 
B(ILL ELK (Gros Ventre). I come here to see you, to tell you that I am willing to sell 
a portion of the reservation, but I am going to llave some of the Indians to go out, and 
we want to know exactly how big a portion of the land yon want. Eating is the 
only thing that make~:> people live, and if I don't eat I will not live. 1 am not willing 
to sell the timuer nor the grass nor the water, but just that little strip of land there 
where the mines are. 
RAGGED ROBE (Gros Ventre). I am willing to sell a portion of the re~>ervation, 
but he is not willing to sell the timber nor the grass nor the water. That is all I 
can say. 
CURLY HEAD (Gros Ventre). You have come a long wa,vs to g;et a part of the res-
ervation, and I am willing to let it go, but I am not wHlillg to sell the timber nor 
the grass nor the water. I would like to get cattle for it. 
BULL'S HEAD (Gros Ventre). All I am willing to sell is thl'lt strip of Janel were t,he 
mines are; I would like to get mines for it. I am not willing to sell the timber nor 
the grass nor the water. • 
LITTLE SHIELD (Gros Ventre). I can't very well spare any of the reservation; it 
is very small, and I like it. I am thinking of the treaty that I made before with the 
whites; it was ,just like they took the land away from ns for nothing. That is all. 
IRON BoY (Gros Ventre). I am not willing to sell the reservation. 
HEAD DRESS (Gros Ventre). I like cattle and I think that is the only thing that 
will make my children live. I am willing to sell that little portion of land where 
the mines are, and I want to get cattle for it. 
RUNNER (Gros Ventre). I am not willing to sell any of the reservation . 
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THE BLu~ATH (Gros Ventre). I say the same thing that Lame Bull said; I am not 
willing to sell any part of the reservation. This land was given to me, and I like it, 
and I can't sp~tre any of it. 
BLACK .I:<'OOT (Gros Ventre). My reservation is small, and I don't care about, selling. 
CROW (Gros Ventre). I am not willing to sell part of the reservation. 
THE DREAMim (Gros \Tentre). I am not willing to sell the resenation; it is small, 
and I like it. 
THE GRAS8 (Gros Ventre). I am willing to sell part of the reservation. 'Ve are 
going to have the pol ice to go out there and show you how big a land we want to sell. 
I wonl<llike to get cattle for it. That is all I have to say. 
LO~E Bnm (Gros Ventre). I am not willing to sell the reservation. 
NAH.ROW MAN, or DEA~TY (Gros Ventre). I am willing to sell that portion of the 
reservation where the mines are. 
SITTING BIRD (Gros Ventre). I arn not willing to sell part of the reservation. We 
would like to have the reservation remain as it is; we like the mountains. 
THE RIDER (Gros Ventre). I am not willing to sell tl1e reservation. They marked 
ont the reservation for me and I want it to remain as it is. 
YOUNG MAN (Gros Ventre). I am not willing to sell a part of the reservation. I 
can't very well believe that you wen were sent from ·washington to buy this portion 
of the reservatio11. I think that you rnou come out to buy that part of the reserva-
tion yoursehes and then sell it to the Great Father afterwflrds. 
FRANCrs LUNGS (Gros Ventre). I n.m sorry to tell \OU that yon come np here for 
nothiug. I can not sell part of the reservation. I want the reservation to remain 
as it is. 
THE W"ARR 01{ (Gros Ventre). I am11ot ,'i·illing to sell the reservation. That is all 
I have g-ot to say. 
BLACK WoLF No.~ (Gros Ventre). I am not willing to sell the timber, nor the 
waters, nor the grass, bnt I would like to get lots of Cflttle. I woulcllike to make a 
treaty for ten more years. That is all. 
BIRD TAIL (Gros Yentre ). I cau't very well spare ·any of the reservation, because 
it is verv smftll. 
Go n)\VAR (Gros Ventre). A little ove1· the other si<le of the sawmill, I flm willing 
to let that portion of the reservation go: I am willing to sell that. I wonlcllike to 
get cattle for it, so that my children can live; I dou't care for myself; I am getting 
old now. 
LITTLE PINE (Gros Ventre). You two men come up here to bny a portion of the 
land; I can't spnre it. 
'l'JWTH (Gros Ventre). I am not willing to sell the reservation. The reservation is 
very small and I can't spare it. 
LITTLE CHmF (.Assinniboine). When there is a man comes to buy anything, and 
he able to buy it, he will go home feeling good. You come here to nsk for someti.Jing 
and all these people here say, yes. I want you to go away from here without being 
ashamet1. I woulcl like to see you give these two tril.Jes Lere eattle, nnu crackers, 
and other things to eat. 
JERRY RUNNING Frsmm (Gros Ventre). I would like to see you men go home 
happy. \Ve are willing to sell part of the reservation. All the ol<l people and these 
people that have gootl sense fire willing to let the reservation go; hut them young 
fellows are like children playing-they t1on't know whflt they are talking auont. I 
would like to have yon give me a beef or two in the tribe, so they ean have a little 
tiwe. We are willing to sell the reservation. 
OTTRH Rom~ (Gros Ye11tre). \Vhen I w nnt h::1clc EfiRt to \Yashingtou antl saw the 
Commissioner there, the Commissioner toltl me thnt this reservation belonged tr> me, 
and I could do as I liketl with it; and now I am. willing to sell that portion of the 
resenation, and I would like to get lots of cattle for it, and I would like to make a 
tre·tt)· for al)()nt ten years more. I am uot williug to sell the timber. nor the waters, 
nor the grass. Thflt ent1R the conneil. 
.TOH?\NY (Grns Ventre). I fl.m not ,yjlling to sell. 
HACK FAT (Gros Ventre). I don't want to sell the part of the resen·ation. 
TAlmS Tim GcN (Gros Ventre). The reservat,ion is small, and I don't care about 
selling. 
OwL'R HEAD (Gros Ventre). I :1m not willing to st·ll the reserYation. I want my 
chihlren to live on it after I am gone. I think, maybe, that the children ·will be able 
to work the mines-those children that are in school. 
RETVl~N TO WAR (Oros Ventre). I am willing to let that portion of the reserva-
tion go. I am willing to let that strip of land go, lmt not on ti.Jis side. Yon will 
have to make the agreement first how lltncb land you "'~·ant an(l how mnch the Indians 
are willing to let go. 
TURNS ToE (Gros Ventre). I am willing· to let the part of the reservation go. 
EAGLE CHILD (Gros Ventre). I am very g·lad to see yon men here come to buy that 
small piece ofland, and I am willing to let it go, and I would like to get cattle for it. 
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THE BULL EASILY KILLED (Gros Ventre). I am willing to let that strip of land go. 
All I want is cattle for it. 
Mr. Grinnell here addressed the Indians, as follows: 
Now, we have listened to all that you people have had to say, and have been glad 
to hear everything that each man bas said. After listening to all that you have said 
we feel sure that most of the people want to sell; some of them do not. Most of you 
can see clearly; E:iome are blind yet. I hope bye and bye you can all see clearly. 
One thing we like, that is what you said about the land, that you didn't want to 
sell the grass nor the timber nor the water. Another thing is good; you all say, 
all who want to sell, that you want to begin a little on that side of the sawmill just 
a little strip; that is good. 
Before we talkecl to you at all, we went do\vn south there to see this country, to 
find ont what yon could sell without selling any grass or timber; ::mel so that yol?-
might all understand what we had been doing down there, we took with us some 
men from each tribe. They went with us and they know the land we looked at, and 
I tohl the interpreters to tell them just where we run the line. They can tell you 
what the land vY::tS that we looked at. These men were Nosey, and Black Bull, and 
Seven Persons, and Sleeping Bear, and The Cnpture. The Capture was with us only 
one clay, I think; the other men were with us hot,h days. Maybe there were some 
others. bnt I don't remember their nar11es. 
The ·strip of land we tnlkecl about lies north of the sonth boundary of the reser-
vation and east of the high ridge that is east of the mill, and south of that ridge 
that is on the north side of the North Fork of Peoples Creek. There is no timber 
in there and no grass. It is a little small strip of land where nothing grows, where 
there is nothing but rock, where there is no game so far as l could see, and I could 
see no water on it. These men can tell yon what it is. Yon people don't nse it for 
anything; it is no good to you. It is good only for what is under the grouncl there. 
Some people think that there is mineral there, but nobody knows Yery much abont 
it. N o·w, if there are any of yon that do not underFitand, that want to ask any ques-
tions, let them ask them and \\'e will try to answer. 
Council acljonrned nnt.i] to-morrow morning at 10 o'clock. 
On October 8, 1~!:15, the council met again and Mr. Pollock addressed the Im1 ians 
as follows: 
My friends, we had a long talk yesterday. From that talk we believe that the 
most of you are willing to make an agreement to sell that mineral land. There were 
some who were not then ready. I don't know whether they are now willing or not, 
but if more than half of you are willing to sell it and we can agree on the terms it 
will be a bargain anyhow, whether all agree to it or not. As long as it was in clonbt 
whether more than half of you would be willing to sell we thought it best to say 
nothing about the price or terms; we think it is now time to begin talking about that. 
As we told you yesterday, any agreement we may make must be sent to Congress 
and agreed to by it. If we put anything into the agreement that Congress won't 
accept, they will throw it away and it will be worse for you than if we had made no 
agreement. We w:mt to come to some understanding with you which we believe 
Congress will accept also. 
When you made the former agreement you sold a great big quantity of land-
more than you have now in the reservation, perhaps. For that the Government 
agreed to pay you a good big- price, to be spent so much every yettr. The land 
yon now have to sell-the land tl1at we think you can spare-is a very st1.1all piece 
compared to what you sold before. It must be plain to you that you can not expect 
to get for this little piece of land as nmch as yon got for that large body. vVe want 
to give you all that we believe Congress will approve of. As many of you said yes-
terday, yon can not count money, and it will be a hard matter perhaps for us to make 
each other understand what we mean; but we will do the best we can, and hope we 
may be able to come to an agreement without any ill feeling on your part, aml I 
know there will be none on ours. 
Mr. GruN.\ELL. My friends, this is a very important thing that we are talking about 
now. It is more important for you than it is for anybo<1y else, because it has to do 
with your living. The Great Father wants to see you liYe, and we who have been 
out here among yon. we ,,~ant to see you live and do well. \Ve are glad that the most 
of yon want to sell this land; we are sorry that some do not; but they· are young 
men, and we hope that when they get a few more wrinkles iu their faces they will be 
wiser. 
We haYe just been up talking to the Blaekfoot people, and I showed some of you 
to-day on the map how big a piece of country they sold. This was a big piece of 
mountains, perhaps twenty times as large as the piece you are talking abont selling. 
You could take this piece of land clown here that you are talking about selling and 
pnt it down on that land that they sold twenty times, and it would not cover it all. 
You all know enough about trading to know that when a man has a calf to sell he 
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{loesn't expect to get as much for it as he does for a great big steer; so you can not 
expect to get as much for this little piece of land as you did for the big piece of land 
which you sold when you made the treaty eight years ago. 
Yesterday when you talked to us we were not sure whether all wante<l to sell. 
vVe couldn't be sure that you might not refuse to sell, and so when you talked abont 
a ten-year treaty, we dicln't say anything because we wanted to wait and see how 
you felt. We want you to get all the money that you can, so that you can live, you 
and your wives and your children, so that your little ones can grow and be happy, 
but we don't want to make fools of you. If we shoul<l make a treaty with yon and 
promise to give you a ten-year treaty and a great big price, we would go away east 
and you would think, well, this is all settled now, we are going to be happy. Then 
very likely Congress would say. this is a bad treaty; these men that we sent out 
are foolish men, and they would throw the tiling away. Then you would all think 
that we were fools, and that we had made fools of you. When we go away from 
here we want you to feel that we are ,'\OUr true friends, and we want yon to remember 
ns alwa.ys, and not forget us, so we don't want to tell you anything that won't come 
true. Now, I will sit down and let yon people talk. 
SLEEPING BEAR (Gros Ventre). You ask me for a very small piece of my land, 
allll I <lon't think I will get very much for it, and so I say the same thiug as I said 
yesterday. It is very small a11d I don't think I can get very much for it, and I 
couldn't get much grub for it. It is Yery small aud I don't care about parting with 
it. All those young men that yon had a talk there with last night, they have made 
up their minds not to sell that part of the reservation; they will take the conse-
quence . 
. JERRY RUNNING FISHER (Gros Ventre). I can't say auy different than what I 
said the other <lay. Most of these people are in favor of selling. That is all they 
depend on, is what money they get ti·om the Government-they have got nothing 
else to depend upon. I walk around and try to look · for some other way to make a 
living a.ud I can't; I have to come back and be supporte<l by the Government. \Vben 
I went back East to Washington, I told them the same thing. The Commissioners 
back East told me that there were going to be some men come out here to see us 
about this land. They told me that this land belonged to me, and that whatever I 
said would be so. If I sold it or if I didn't sell it--whatever I said, it wonld go that 
way. It is like a white man that has money; that money belongs to him and no 
other persou; that is the way this lantl is ·with me. I belieYe eYery word that you 
have toJcl me. I know that yon can't promise me anything. \Vhen yon get back 
East to Washington, then yon will k11ow what is going to be doue-what they will 
do back East. 
All of those people that ~you see sitting over there, the most of them say the same 
thing-. All of those young men on one side there, they are led by the old Lame Bull, 
:mel they say the same thing as they did before. I have another thing to tell yon, 
and I wish you to help me all you can. \Vben horses are hungry they can not work 
very hard; if a man eats he can work good. This agency is a good place for us to 
get grnb. The people at the mountains are all good workers, hnt they are not very 
well taken care of. I don't know the rrason for this, since they always do as the 
agent tells them. Quite a number of Gros Ventres have been among the Arapahoes 
and lived there quite awhile, and now they have come back to their own tribe, and 
they would like to stay here; they would like for you to help tlwm. l k!1ow that 
every Indian's name is down in a book, and down strong, but it should not be impos-
sible for a Gros Ventre to come back to his own tribe-they were born here. I want 
the agent to know all about it, and I wiRh for him to help' them all be can. 
LITTLE CHIEF (Assinniboine). When the agent says auything we remember it. 
We sold a large tract of land before and they promised many things, and they have 
not fnlfillecl those promises; I remember all of that. But you have promised to give 
me a fair deal in this transaction that yon ar.e about to make. There must be some 
mineral land there or else yon wouldn't be after it so bard, and therefore I look for a 
ten-year treat)7 for it. I remember the last treaty; they promised to build such houses 
as this one yon are sitting on, but you can look down the river and you will see 
nothing bnt log cabins that look like hog pens, aud that is why I am looking for a 
ten-year treaty. I know there is mineral in thnt land, and it may be precious, bnt I 
am willing to let it go on a ten-year treaty. First of all, in the next trea.ty I would 
like to have some cattle; that is what these people ask for. Tbe next thing, I want 
plenty of food so that the next generation to come may depend upon it. All these 
people sitting here are asking for the same implements and other things you nse in 
raising your own children; they want to have the same implements. I am living 
along this Milk River and there are people np'here on the river clamming the river 
up. Even tbe river here is gettiug dry, and I am getting hurd np for water. 
BLACK ·woLF (Gros Yent,re). I can't say any other way than what I said yesterday. 
I can't sell any part of the reservation. All of those young men say the same thing. 
OwL's HEAD (Gros Ventre). What I said to you last night I remember yet. I am 
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an Iwlian and I ca1d tell anything only when I see it by my eye. vVhen they made 
the treaty up at the old agency it was the old men that made the treaty, and they 
soltl a very large piece of land, and all the whitf's are living on it, and they are mak· 
ing a good living on this lanu that we sold, !Jut what they paid us is going to run 
out pretty soon. This is a very small piece of land you are buying now, and you 
wouldn't pay us the same for it again. That is the reason I don't care about selling 
that small portion of land, because I uou't expect to get much for it. That is the 
rea son I like this lautl of mine, so that the people will liYe ou it; and I am not 
ashallled to talk abont it, either. 
\VHITE \VgAsEL (Gros Ventre) . \Vhen these \Vhite men come to buy any laud from 
us it is lil~e when a cllild cries and J·ou take sugar and giYe it to him to make him 
stop crying. That is about the wa.y they have always used us. When they made 
the treaty before I diun't know much, and that is the reason we gave a large piece 
of land away; bnt UOYV I know a little better aud I can't spare any of my land. 
Every year the1 e is a lit,tle money gro\YS in the gardeu and the oats brings a, little 
money, too. The whites say that there isn't much money in that monnta,iu, but I 
don't believe it; therefore I don't care ahont selling it. I think that after you buy 
that small piece of land you can do what you like with the babnce of the resenra-
tiou. After you get that small piece of land there is going to be a good many white 
men in there, and I can't sell it. \Ve have been told that in three years the time will 
expire, and after that it is onr own lookout, antl if we can't work we will starve 
aud die. 
RUNNING CHOW (Gros Ventre). You have talked three times now, and I haYe never 
said a word. This is the first time I ever talked to you, an(l I am going to tell you 
what I think. I say the same thing as those young men say; I think they are wise. 
If we should choose a headman out of those young men, I think we would get a 
good man. I don't know which is the worst of the two sides, but I am just as liable 
as not to get on the wrong side. That is all I have got to say. 
WmTE MooN (Gros Ventre). I am quite an old man now; I am a,t the age now 
when a man can't work. Those young men are my headmen. I can't say any differ-
ent than what. they say. If we can't work we will all starve, so I can't sell any part 
of tlle reservation. 
BLACK BuLL (Assinniboine). I told you about it yesterday. I have been accus-
tomed as far back as I can remember that the old meu have generally been consi<lered 
to be able to speak with commissioners, and therefore I still depend on them yet. I 
had a Ion~ talk with yon last night, aml I told you that they would make plenty of 
talk, but I told you to be patient and listen to all the talks. Listen to all that 
speak, and take back with you to \Vashington the speeches of those wlto have 
spoken with any common sense, and show it to those people there, so that tlw.v may 
. understand that we want to live. These chiefs, the old men here, are willing· to 
give you that small portion of miueralland 'vhich yon wish for, and half of the rest 
of the people are willing to let it go anyway. Whenever a man buys anything 
that is St11all, if it is good he generally gives a good price for it. These headmen 
ha\'e already asked yon for a ten-year treaty. I want the Great Father to give me 
something to live on. 
FLAT HEAD (Gros Vent,re). \Vbat I told you last night I want you commissioners 
to carry to \Vashington-what we have said. Yon have told ns about the ·wrinkles 
on our faces that we were going to have. That is just what we want, is wrinkles in 
our faces: and after these old men are gone I don't know how they are going to con-
trol this resenation. Therefore all theRe young men are not willing to sell t,hat 
portion of the land. These people tl.Jat are willing to sell this land, I want to see 
them have smooth, fat fa ·es. I can't sell that land. 
CURLY HEAD (Gros Ventre). I am glad that the commissioners listened to those 
Indians that are willing to sell that land. and I wish I could get what I ask for it. 
If you go bade to \Vashiugton without having made any treaty it wouldn't look 
very well, and tl.Jerefore I am willing to let that portion of the land go. I don't 
know bow tiJose young fellows that refuse to sell that laud are going to make out, 
whether they ~He going to blacksmith for themselves. It will be quite a number of 
days yet when I can come and get what I need, and that is the reason I am willing to 
sell that land. I am glad that the commissioners said "Yes" to those old men. 
PADDY SroNNER (Gros Ventre). I like these mountains and I can't sf'll them. If all 
my hide falls off my face it would be all right; even if my finger nails drop off it 
would be all right-that is what I think. That is all. 
THE STABBER (Gros Ventre). I say the same as those two men, those policemen, 
told you there; I think the same as they. I am willing to let that land go from the 
other side of the sawmill. 
'l'HE BREATH (Gros Ventre). I can't say any different from what my friends say; 
if I starve to death it will be all right. I never had anybody to show me the white 
man's ways; all the things I know I learned myself. I want you to tell these people here 
that you are going to give cattle to to take care of their cattle well. I learned what 
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I know myself, and I never had anyborly to show me or tell me. I learued myself 
bow to take care of cattle, :m(l when my cattle are gone then I am willing to starve 
if I rnnRt. I can't very well sell any part of the r«'servation, and that is what my 
friends, the young men, all say. It was not me that made those lines of the reser-
vation, it waH the Great Pather gave us this portion of land. Wherever my fnends 
lie after they starve to death I will lie there too, with tltem. 
TIIREI~ \Vnrn~ Cow~ (Gros Yeutre). Yon melt have eo~ne a long ,~ays to bny that 
piece of land from ns, and I wonla like to see you go back satistiecl. I think the 
same as these men said there; I am willing to Hell that piece of land just so that I 
can get the money for it, and so that I may live. I wish that I could get some <'attle 
so that I could live oft' of them. I wish that you would give me cattle for a part of 
the mouey, and whate\·er is left give it to rue in gTuiJ like we are gettiug now. 
We have tliree years to g(•t grub yet, and we would like to have it extell(lea ten 
years more. 
No BEAR (Gros Ventre). I don 't like to see the commissioners come here for 
nothiug, and this is the fomth time I have Rttid "Yes.'' I would like to get lots of 
cattle, then I might be a Lie to live. If it is :-;o that yon have eome from Washington 
to Lny this land, I wish yon wonltl have a little more r11tions given to ns out at the 
mountains. This council is like to-clay-ever~·tlling is calm. Those Assiuniboines 
that yon see have heeu here with ns a long time :wd lot~ of them were horn and 
raised here, and they are all willing sell that piece of h111d, aud I agree with them. 
BuSHY HEAD (GroR Yentre). Yon " ·ere sent. here from vVashingtou, and I wonld 
like to have you take down to Washington what these Indians httve said, antl those 
that are willing to sell. and next summer I will know what to do. It is like a horse 
race to-day when t\YO horses eome out even-that is the way it is with the talk. 
Maybe after while those young men will know what to tlo if you tell them what you 
are going to pay them for the land. They will be glad then- they \Vil1 traue even 
then. We won't let the whites take the land as tltey will; we are goin.~· to have it 
our own way how much lanrl we are going to sell. That is all I have to sny. 
RETURN TO WAR (Gros Ventre). I am willing to sell that piece of land. The police-
men are going to go np thPre when you show us the liue. I would like to get some 
more beef killed for me at the mountains. I say the same as those Assinniboines 
say-that I am willing to sell. All those oltl men have sold you that land and I 
will sell it, too. . 
LITTLE MAN (GroR Ventre). I say the same thing as those headmen, those police-
ruen-I am willing to sell. When those oltl lllen made a treaty up, above at old Fort 
Belknap, they talked good for the young people, and we have bad pretty good liviug 
so far. I am willing to sell that piece of land that those oJtl men haYo told yon that 
they wonlcl sell, and I wish to ma.ke a ten-year treaty. I think that I can make a 
living by having cattle, aud ns I told yon, I am wil1ing to ~;ell. 
Trm FOHK ( Gros Ventre). I am not willing to selL 
MANY EAGLE TAILS (Gros Ventre). I can't say 110 other way than what I sn.id 
before, that I can't sell. There is no one man has. all the say of it; even all the chil-
dren httYe a right to this bmd. I can't sa~~ no other way than what I have sttitlbeforo; 
all these people have a right to tl!is land. I like my reservation and I can't sell it. 
Mr. POLLOCK. vVell, my ii'iends, we have listened patiently to what you have said 
to us this afternoon. I find that I was mistaken in some of mv ideas that I formed 
soon after I came to your reservation. I told the new agent in talking with him that 
I thought these young men here ongbt to he encouraged to take more part in the 
affairs of the tribes. I am afraid 1 was mistaken about many of them; they ,don't 
seem to be able to look far enough ahead to be trusted to manage any of the bnsiuoss. 
I believfl the people of t.he t.ribe will look back on their act.ions these last few days, 
and will be afraid to trust them, even when they get to be old men. 
As I say, we have talked about this wantill'g to sell and not wanting to sell as long 
as I think it well to do. I think a good many more than half of J ' OU are rt>ady to t>ell 
that land for which yon have no use. 'Ve have tnlk~>d among ourselves and also with 
your agent, and tried to make np onr minds as to the very highest tignrE.'s that Con-
gress will approve. That class of land, when the Government owns it, wonlcl be sold 
for not more than $2.50 all acre. 'Ve have concluded to make von an offer of four 
times that mnch, or $10 an a cre, for the amonnt of land that is there, as near as we 
ean calculate. I want to be free with you anrl tell yon that I don't think that amount 
of money will carry you ten years after your present treaty rnns ont, in the same way 
that you have been carried; I don't think it will do that. I might have told you it 
would take you the ten years, and you perhaps wouldn't know any better now; but I 
don't want yon to say after while that I told you false in anything. I want yon all 
to say after we go away that we told yon the whole truth about it, and that we didn't 
fool you in anything. 
Under a provision which we expect to go into the agreement, this money can be 
made to carry you five years longer, or eight years from the first of last July. 
We want to put into this agreement, if it be made, some provisions that were 
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not in the old agreement, and which we think will be good for you. You have now 
in Washington about fifty thousand dollars, which has been saved from former pay-
ments. This rnouey is lying in Washington there doing no body any good. We want 
to make a provision for this money to bear interest-that is, to grow so much every 
year, like your herds grow by the calf. We wa ut to make it so not onfy this that you 
have there no\••, but all that can be saved afterwards and added to it, will draw 
interest also. 
There is another matter I want to speak about. There has been nothing said by 
any of yon in the council about it, but some of you have talked outside; that is in 
regard to taking your land in allotments-taking allotments of your lands-dividing 
them up. Those who have spoken about it have said they do not want their lands 
divided up among you. At the present, as the law stands, the Great Chief may at 
any time order allotments to be made and surveyed out, and a tract of 80 acres given 
to each man and 40 acres to each woman and child; that is a fact, and. true as to you 
and your lands as much as to those of any other Indians. Do you think you would 
like to'have this done now~ [Indiaus answer, "No," through interpreters.] Yon all 
say" No.'' I agree with you. I thiuk the man who is now Secretary agrees with you, 
but you lmow the men who administer Indian affairs change every four years in \Vash-
ington, and the cha.nge is coming before a great while now. 
The Presideut who goes in then, and his Secretary of the Interior, and the new 
Cornmissioner of Indian Affairs may say that you must take your land in allotments. 
That thing has happened with other Indians who did not want to take allotments, and 
it may happen with you. When •;ve heard some of you say that you did not want 
your lands allotted we talked among ourselves auont the matter, and we said: These 
people must raif;e cattle to make a living. They can't do this if they are limited to a 
little piece of land; they haYe to have the whole resernLtion here for a range for 
their cattle, aml we said, if we make an a.greement with them and they want it put 
in, we will put in that no allotments of their land will be made while this last agree-
ment lasts, nor afterwards, until they ask it. 
I tell yon this now to show that we have been trying to seek f,>r your benefit. We 
have m}1de the best offer that we think Congress will approve for this land that is 
not of any use to you, and if you want to secttre these other provisions that I have 
told you of you will accept our offer. If not, we will have to go away without any 
agreement. 
THE MALE (Assinniboine). Youbave come directly from Washington and brought 
word to rue about this. I was down in Washington and got a certiiicate to promise 
that I should live here. They promised rne that I should live with your race as 
brothers and friends, and then you have come out here to uuy that miueralland, and 
I am considering the thing. I want to live yet awhile and therefore I am williug 
to give you; I have got that same idea yet. I am a poor man and I am not alJ]e to 
do anything for myself, and I can't eat the dirt and live, uut I have one hope and 
that is the cattle. If you furnish me cattle I may possibly liYe; I have told you 
that before. \Vhen I was talking to you the other night yon asked me whether 
you would hurt my feelings if you would not carry ont your promise, aml I told yon 
yes, au d. you promisefl me that you would carry out all yon toltl me; I still remem-
ber that. And then when you said you could not make a ten-year treat.r, I know 
that the Government is rich yet, not poor. 
I remember I told you not to listen to those young fellows, Gros Ventres, just 
talking like little children playing, but take back with you what the old men have 
said that has some sense to it. I would like to see plenty of food here that I might 
live on. I would. rather change that mineral land for food that I might live on. 
You told me just a little while ago that yon were my true friends, and I can't see 
into that. As long a~ I have been living I l1ave never got so that I could not see 
an~· thing that was good; I have always ·been able to see things that are good. ~ome 
of these policemen are not willing to sell that tract of }all('!.. If they are not willing 
to sell t.hat tract of laud they ought to take off' their uniforms and leave them here 
and live like the rest of the men. I would like to have you take back with you all 
of these speeches that have any sense to them, but I would he ashamed for you to 
show the headmen over there these speeches that the young fel1ows spoke. I asked 
for a ten-year treaty, and all that time I want you to teach me to do the right thing, 
and I will he thankful to you for that. I don't want you to listen to those young 
fellows, what they have to say. 
EYES IN THE WATER (Assinniboine ). I have got nothing more to say than what these 
headmen have already said. These young men here 11re all wearing the Government 
clothes; they should take them off of them and then they would have nothing but 
their breechcloths to go home in. ~When a man has any sense in talking with white 
men be talks abont things that !lre reasonable. Ever since I have been looking at 
that mineral land it has been no use to me, and I am willing to listen to any white 
man that wi1l make a good offer for it. If these young men were to take these clothes 
off they wo11ld have nothing but the dirt to clothe themselves with. You see me here 
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a poor man; I have got the same kind of clothes, and when I run out I go in the 
warehouse and :.1sk for them. I just ask for them for ten years. If you don't make 
that agreement with us these Gros Ventres that hear me talking will laugh at me 
afterwards. I lay tltis down plain before you, and I would like to have you tell it 
when you get back. 
I wonder how those Gros Ventres wonld live if they conlun't get anytlting from 
the warehouse here. I have not h:Ld anything to eat since this morning and I am 
getting empty no>v, and 1 feel like I wonld like to ..;ee the council over soon now, and 
I wonder how these young men would like to starve. I wouiu like to exchange that. 
minerallan<l over there for food, that \Ve may live. That is all the men over there 
wish. If yon don't make an agreement like that with n::>, ~hose yonng fellows over 
there woulu langh at me. I was where the Tnmsury was, and there was money piled 
up there from here to the warehouse. I was where the money was made, and I won-
der how the Government is so poor. Defore you go away you promised to be a good 
friend to me, and I thank yon for that. 
MEDICINJ<J .BEAR (Assinniboine). ·when a man wants anything and is patient, he 
always gets it. When a man wants anything an<l tries hard for it, he generally gets 
it. Wheu a man wants anything and he has :tnything t.o give for it, if ltc is not 
stingy abont what he wants to gi,,e, he generally gets ft. Aud then when they 
make a trade, both of them generally feel happy over it. When it comes to these 
boys over !!ere talking and you are uot patient, it is all right. You told me that 
yon were after something very important, and yon told the truth and I agree with 
yon. It itl tho beef and the grass and water an(l wood that I am depending upon 
and have been living upon. I have no other thin£S to depend upon but the Govern-
ment, and that has been the one that has savecl me so far. If there was any of these 
fellows had any brains, he would tell you the same thing that I have tolrl yon. They 
are all talking about dying; I am afraid of dying. I wonld .do almost anything to 
live. The Great Spirit has directed my living; I live as lte directs, and then I am 
dependent on tLe Great Father also. 
Those two have owned me so far, and they have done about as they pleased with 
me the best way they know of. You asked me something and I have said "Yes" to 
you; I was willing to give yon wltat you asked for. That is a small trad of land 
that you a~k for! but you ought not to say it is so small. That is a, ~mall tract of 
land, but it will make some happy if they own it. You onght to treat. with me for 
my benetit, that I may live. There is half of these people talking in the wrong 
direction to yon. All.these headmen, noted men, h::we agreed with yon in selling 
that tract of land. Yon haYe ::~greed to give us a small amount for it, but yon may 
change yonr mintl, maybe; it wouldn't lturt your feelings, anyway, but we wonld be 
thankful for it. When a man comes np to yon and talks about things that have no 
sense you don't have to listen to them. You have spoken tlle trnth; and then when 
I speak (or tbese other men speak) sense, take it back wit,h yon to Washington and 
show the headmen. Ever since you have been here I have thought that the Govern-
ment has brong:ht something very important to me; 1 look ahead and see that that 
is the oul.'' way that I can Jive, and then I agree with you: 
You might think that is small, hut I have given it to yon alre~v1y. It may be 
small, but it will be worth something yet. When a uew agent. comes here he gen-
erally treats us ba<l, but this new agent we hope will treat ns good. When I am in 
need of anything I want to go up to the agent and ask him for it, and I would like to 
see him ghe it to me. I have already spoken to yon about the land, and you have 
brought up differe!lt tl!ings before me, and now I am going to bring something else 
up with this small tract of land on this small reservaticm, When they proposed to 
have two schools here, I di<luot agree with them; I wanted only one at the moun-
tains, and it was uecause of the boys that they bnilt this other sc:hoolhouse. I after-
wards agreed with them, but I said in making that agreement I wanted it nuder-
stood that no children should be taken to Eastern schools or \Vesteru schools, bnt 
I wanted my children to go to school here on these reservation schools, and wheu 
they get to be to the age of 15 or 16 or 17, I would like to get them out of the 
schools. I have been troubled from the fact that when I go ont to work I have old 
implements that are worth nothing to use, and I would like this new agent to get 
some goon implements that I may use in working. 
WETAN (Assinniboine). I have always remembered everythin,!.!.', and when I non't 
remember anything I go to the agent. When the hunters killed otf all the buffaloes 
I went to the agent and told him that. I wanted money in place of those buffaloes, and 
instead of doing that he covered the money in the ground, and then he made a treaty 
with us. Before he mafle this treaty there was part of that mineral land was taken 
away from me, and then I went to the agent and asked for it to be redeemed in money, 
and he couldn't do it. When I made the other treaty I 8aid, ''Yes," and I was will-
ing to give it to the commissioners; and when we heard of yon coming out here to 
make a treaty on this mineral land all the Assinniboines agreed they '-'Y ultl give it 
to you, and we told you so yesterday. That is the only thing that we h~d to depend 
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upon; so when we heard that you was coming out we were willing to sell it, pro-
'Vided that you would give us a ten-year treaty and plenty of cattle. You have said 
"that we do not use th;.tt mineral land for anything, but there is plenty of mineral in 
there to p~y for it. I told you that we would like to have some mowing machines 
-to cut the grass; that is what we are depending upon. When they have coun.cils 
like this it is generally the custom to bring out some grub and give it to these coun-
"Cilmen-sugar, coffee, tea, and crackers-and kill two beef for each tribe, and then 
they will go around. 
LONG KNIFE (Assinniboine). Away back I dressed like these Indians. When I 
was living among the Indians that is the way I had to live, and that is the way 
I lived. I lived like the rest of the Indians. And since the buii'alo is all destroyed 
I have been living this way. Your race has been living this way and have lived all 
this time this way, and you have placed me this way, so I am living this way, and 
clothed this way. I am glad to see that you have ~ooked so far ahead for me, and see 
how the future generations shall live. This reservation is about as big as my two 
thumbs that I hold before you. The Great Father must have plenty of money to 
raise so many white men as there is. This reservation is about as big as these 
thumbs, and yet has a little mineral on it and you are asking for it. I told you that 
I was willing. You .see ·an these Assinniboines before you; they all have one mind; 
they are all willing to sell, and so I tell you so. By saying that there is plenty of 
money I mean that I waut a ten-year treaty; that is what I want to el>!Change that 
mineral land for. You have told us that there is people in Congre!:ls that have to con-
sider this agreement., but you go back there and tell them that we said so. On this 
reservation there is some half-breeds, and we consider them as a part of us, and they 
are living among us. They have a right to live here, and are living here all right. I 
am willing to share with them what there is in that warehouse and live with then~. 
BAD DOG (Assinniboine). I have alrea<ly said'' Yes," yesterday. You asked for this 
mineral land and I have already given it to you; I want something good for exchange. 
Ever since you come here I have been full, and I am thankful for it. You are chief 
men. I want something to eat this evening; I have kind feelings for you. If I ever 
ask anything of you I .want you to give it to me. 
OTTER RoBE (Gros Ventre). I want you to know what all these headmen and all 
the Assinnib.oines told you yesterday, that we are willing to sell that part of the 
reservation. I feel good when I see fat people around here. I would like tq make 
a treaty for ten years. All of those Gros Ventres there that have but little sense; 
they all think the same thing that they did yesterday. I don't want yon to mind 
what those young fellows have said about being poor and starving; they don't know 
what they are talking about. Children never know what they are talking about. 
When we made the treaty before they ,gave us a paper to show the lines of the reser-
vatioh; I was one of the headmen at the time, and I think I am yet, and I can do as I 
please with it. I am always hunting the good path. That is all. 
THE ASSINNIBOINE (Gros Ventre). I would like to have you men t.o leave those 
young men alone; they are not willing to sell. Some of these old Indians that can't 
do anything, they are willing to sell because they can't work. Those young men say 
that they don't like to have this land allotted to them. If yon give auything to these 
men that sell this land, you can give it to them, out those fellows that refuse to sell, 
they don't want anything. You whites try to make us live like the white men, but 
I don't see why you don't stop those old Indians from having more than one wife. 
LITTLE PINE (Gros Ventre). I am glad that you have given me a good agency here 
to take care of me, and I hope that the new agent will feed me well. I am a:n Indian 
and this land l.Jelongs to me, and I wish for the agent to take good care of it. I can't 
sell the reservation; I would like to have it remain as it is. 
FIRE STEEL (Gros Ventre). My people have said many different ways, and I don't 
know which side to go. I don't like to have this reservation fenced outside. I 
wouldn't like to have the whole reservation fenced. I don't know what to say, and 
therefore I am not going to say what I am going to do. That is all I can tell you. 
I don't know if I am going to live long or not; all my :flesh is p;one. 
CUTS THE ROPE (Gros Ventre 1. This is the first time I have been around this 
agency. I didn't mean to talk on the subject before you came here, out I am going 
to tell the commissioners what I think. When I camped o_ver here on Big Peoples 
Creek I heard that there were three men come here to buy a portion of the reserva-
tion, and it come in my head right away that I wanted cattle for it. 
SLEEPING BoLL (Gros Ventre). You told the truth about our not seeing very far 
ahead; we can see far enough ahead to let any part of the reservation go. I can't 
sell it. 
THE BRACELETS (Gros Ventre). We think of that mountain like the whites think 
of the President. We sold a big piece of land already; it was very large, but we 
think that mountain just as big as that land we sold. I am willing to let those men 
sell it. I heard a long time ago that the Great Father never beat the Indians in any 
way when he has anything to do with them, or when he de::~>ls with them in any way 
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The whites always sell their lands and I think it is good, and I trust to the Great 
Father that you will ·nse me right. I hope that you will carry through everything. 
I remember yet what you told me the other day, and I think that yon remember 
what you said. All these people here are accust.omed to fence in their land that they 
cultivate. It looks as if the whites can make these jean clothes better than they 
can make the others; I don't see why they don't give us other clothes. As long as 
I can remember these are the only kind ot" clothes I got from the Great Father. 
·when we go outside in the heat and irr the sun they all fade and tum yellow. The 
money is wasted in buying these clothes, and I would like to get better clothes. I 
would like to have a little better rations at the mountains than what we have, and 
I would like for you to carry through what I have said. I felt good when I heard 
that you men have come to buy a piece of my land, and I was willing to sell it right 
away. That is all I have to say. 
Bum HIGH (Gros Ventre). I would sell the reservation-a portion of the land. 
'l'hat is all I have to say. 
BLACKFEET (Gros Ventre). I can't say any other way than what I said yesterday; 
I refused to sell it and I can't say any more. I know it will not go my way because 
it goes according to the majority. That is all I have to say. 
JOHNNY (Gros Ventre). I am sorry to say that I can't sell my reservation. 
SITTING BIRD (Gros Ventre). I can't sell any part of the reservation. I like it. I 
w:mt to know what is the reason these Assinniboines all want to sell. The Assin-
niboines all want to sell, and they haven't got as much right here as tho Gros Ventres. 
Mr. GRINNELL. I was glll.d to hear you a.Jl say that you didn't want the lands 
allotted; that you wanted to keep them as a grazing tract for your cattle. I like to 
bear yon all talk that way. You must remember that these cattle now are your 
living; they have taken the place of the buffalo that raised and supported you in 
old times. If you men have this thing put in the agreement the Great Father will 
never allot you your lands until you ask him to do it yourselves. Then you can keep 
these lands for your cattle to feed on just as loug as yon wa.nt to. I told you the 
other day when I talked to you and I tell you now again, when we are talking about 
paying this price for tbe land, that we are not the only chiefs; we are servants sent 
out here to talk to you. If those who sent us, those people who are over us, don't 
like what we do, don't like the bargain that we make with you, they will throw it 
away and say, "No; it is no good." Then it will be just as if we hadn't come out 
here at all. 
It would be foolish for us to agree to pay you a price that we are sure the people 
in Washington wouldn't consent to pay to you; it would be telling you lies; it would 
be ruakiug fools of you; we don't want to do that. This money that we offer to pay 
yon for this small piece of land is a great big pile of money. I know that you can't 
count money very well, but it is $360,000. That much money, if we had it here in • 
silver dollars, and were to pile it on one end of a plank put across a rock, and then 
were to drive thirty ponies on the other end, they would just about balance. It 
would take any of us nearly all winter to count that pile of money if we didn't do 
anything else. That money, with what it will grow to with the interest, will keep 
you, I think, for seven years from next summer-for eight years from last .July. It 
will buy lots of food, lots of beef and coffee and sugar and flour; it will give you a 
lot more cattle than you have got now. 
But I don't want yon people to think that you are going to be supported by the 
Government all your lives. I want to see you begin to take care of your cattle, keep 
them at home, look after them, brand all the calves, and so get lots of cattle. I 
want to see you take such good care of your cattle that by the time this eight years 
is up you won't have to ask for anything of the Government-you won't have to 
come up to the warehouse and ask for coffee, sugar, bacon, and clothes. If you take 
care of yonr ca.ttle and work hard, long before that time you ought. to Lave cattle 
to sell and money in your pockets, and be able to go to the store and buy all the 
things that yon want out of your own pockets. You have got to turn yourselves 
into white men; you can't be Indians any longer. If you stay Indians, then you 
will have to starve. You have got to work and look after ym1r stock. The Great 
Father doesn't support any white men; they have to work for their own living. 
Here are these people that I have just left up here close to the mountains, the Pie 
gans; they have turned into white men now. They have lots of cattle; they are 
getting rich; they are getting sense; they are able to trade. I want you to be the 
same way. Try to remember this. Don't turn your cattle loose; don't let them wan-
der all over the country so that you w'on't get their calves, but some white man will 
brand them. Look out for them, keep them at home, and get your own calves and 
put your own brand on them. 
One tbing that some of the men said about the young Inen that are half-breeds and 
that are here. You said they had your own blood and that you wanted them to share 
the things that are in the warehouse. That provision, protecting these young men, 
can be put into the agreement, and will be if you want it. 
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Now, if you like the things tlJat we have said to you, if yon agree to what we have 
talked, we will have the paper drawn up in the morning, and as many of you as want 
to can sign it, or put their marks on it, and we will sign it, and it will go down to 
Waf:!hington to be given to the Great Father there. 
We have tried now tvi'o mornings to get you to talk to us in the morning, uut you 
don't come; you don't get up very early. Bnt we will be here to-morrow morning 
and "\Te will have this paper drawn up, and any people that want to put their names 
to it, any people that want to sign it, can do :;o. It will be here by 10 o'clock in the 
rooming; then in the afternoon after dinner we will meet you again and read the 
whole thing to you so that everybody can hear and understand. \Ve will nwet here 
again to-morrow right after dinner, and all t.luough the morning anyuody can sign 
the paper. The headmen ought to be the first to sign the paper, but of course the 
people tlJat get here earliest they will probably sign it first. 
Council here adjourned until to-morrow. 
Agr(~ement, concluded October 9, 1895, with the Indians of the Fort Belknap Resen:ation, 
in Montana, by Trilliarn C. Pollock, George Bi1'd Grinnell, and Walter M. Clements, 
comm'issione1'B. 
This agreement, made and entered into the ninth day of October, A. D. 1895, by and 
between William C. Pollock, George Bird Grinnell, and Walter M. Clements, com-
missioners, on the part of the United States: and the undersigned Indians, residing 
upon and attached to tlJe Fort Belknap Indian Reservation, in the Sta,te of Montana, 
the same constituting a majority of the male adult Indians belonging. upon said 
reservation, witnesseth that-
AHTICLE I. 
For and in consideration of tlJe sum to be paid and the obligations assumed ou the 
part of the United States, as hereinafter set forth, said Indians, of the Fort Belknap 
Reservation, hereby convey, relinquish, and releasetotlJe United States all their right, 
title, and interest in and to that portion of their present reservation, in the St,ate of 
Monta11a, lying and beiug within the following-described lines, to wit: Beginning at 
the 54 miles boundary monument at a point auont the middle of the crest of Mission 
Butte and followiug a straight line bearing (magnetic) north 17 degrees 30 minutes 
west to the highest point on a limestone ridge on the south side of the North Fork of 
Peoples Creek and running at right angles to the course of said creek at this point; 
thence in a straight line bearing (magnetic) north 2 degrees 45 minuteFl west to a 
rounded timbered kuoh on the crest of the limestone reef on the north side of the 
North Fork of Peoples Creek and parallel with its general course; tlJence easterly, 
following the crest of the last-mentioned limestone reef north of the North Fork of 
Peoples Creek to a low rounded hill ou said limestone reef where it dips down to the 
valley of Lo<lge Pole, or Hed Mountain Creek; thence in a straight line north 74 
degrees east (magnetic) to the wooded limestone ridge known as Travois Butte where 
a line drawn from the summit of Granite Butte (the peak south of the 61~-mile bound-
ary monm11en t) north 15 degrees east (magnetic) would intersect it; thence along said 
straight line to the southern boundar-y line of the present reservation; thence along 
said sout,hern boundary liue of the present reservation to the point of beginning. 
ARTICLE II. 
For and in consideration of the conveyance, cession, and relinquishment herein-
before made, the United States hereuy covenants and agrees to advance and expend 
during the period of four years, ueginning from and after the expiration of the pay-
ments provided for in the agreement made between the parties hereto on the eleventh 
day of February, A. D. eighteen hundred and eighty-seven, and ratified by Congress 
on the first day of May, A. D. eighteen hundred and eighty-eight, nuder the direction 
of the Secretary of the Interior for the Indians, the sum of three hundred and sixty 
thousand dollars. It is agreed that the said money shall be rleposited in the Treas-
ury of the United States immediately upon the expiration of the payments under the 
said agreement of 1887, to bear interest at the rate of four per centum per annum, 
and there shall be expended the sum of ninety thousand dollars yearly, or so much 
thereof as may be necessary, as hereinafter provided. It is provided that any sur-
plus accumulated under and remaining at the expiration of payments under the 
agreement of 1887 shall also bear interest at the rate of four per centum per annum. 
Such sums, or so much thereof as may be necessary in any one year, shall be expended 
in the purchase of cows, bulls, and other live stock, goods, clothing, subsistence, 
agricultural implements, in providing employes, in the education of Indian children, 
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in procuring medicine and meuical attendance, in the care and support of the aged, 
sick, and infirm, and helpless orphans, in the erection and keeping in repair of such 
new agency and school buildings, mills, blacksmith, carpenter, and wagon shops as 
may be necessary in assisting the Indians to build and keep in r epair their houses, 
inclose and irrigate their farms , and in such other \Vays as may best promote their 
civilization and improvement. 
ARTICLE Ill. 
It is agreed that in the employment of all agency and school employees preference 
in all cases be given to Indians residing on the reservation, who are well qualified 
for such positions, and that all cattle issued to said Indians for stock-raitiing pur-
poses, and their progeny, shall hear the brand of the Indian Department and shall 
not be sold, exchangt·d, or slanghtered except by the consent of the agent in charge, 
until such time as this restriction shall be removed by the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs. 
ARTICLE IV. 
In order to encourage habits of industry, and to reward labor~ it is further under-
stoorl and agreed that in the giYing ont or distribution of cattle or other stock, 
goods, clothing, snbsistence, and agricultural implements, as provided in Article II, 
preference shall be given to Indians who endeavor by honest labor to support them-
selves, and especially to those wbo in good faith undertake the cultivation of the 
soil, and engage in pastoral pursuits, as a means of obtaining a livelihood, and the 
distribution of these benefits shall be matle from time to time in such manner as 
shall best promote the objects specified. 
ARTICLE V. 
As the scarcity of water on this reservation renders the pursuit of agriculture 
difficult and uncertain, and since the reservation is well adapted to stock raising, 
and it seems probable that the main reliance of these Indians for self-support is to 
be found in cattle raising, it is agree<.l tbat during the existence of this agreement 
no allotments of land in severalty shall be made to thom, b_ut that this whole reser-
vation shall continue to he helcl by these Indians as a communal grazing tract, upon 
which their herds may feed undisturbed; and that after the expiration of this agree-
ment the land shall colitinue to be so hel<l until such time as a majority of the adult 
males of the tribes shall request in writing that allotment in severalty shall he made 
of their lands: ProYided that any member of the tribes may, with the apvroval of 
the agent in eharge, fence in snch area of land as he and the members of his family 
would be entitled to un<lcr the allotment act, and may file witb the agent a descrip-
tion of sneh land and of t:lw improvements that he has made ou the same, and the 
filing of such description shall give the said member of the tribes the right to take 
such land when allotments of the lands in severalty shall be made. 
ARTICLE VI. 
So soon as this agreement shall have received the approYal of Congress, thfl bound-
ary lines described in Article I shall be surveyed, designated, and marked hy monu-
ments not more than one-half mile apart. The expense of such surYey shall be borne 
by the United States, but the unskilled laborers employed in the work shall be hired 
from among the Indians residing on this reservation. 
Such snrvey and the markings of the above-described bounuary lines shall be done 
immediately-not later than uinety days after the .approval of this a.greement by 
Congress-and completed as speedily as possible, and the ccde(l portion of the reser-
vation shall not be thrown open to occupancy by the whites nntil after the new 
boundaries of the reservation shall have been established and marked. 
·ARTICLE VII. 
It is fnrther agreed and provided that none of the money realized from the sale .of 
this land shall be applied to the payment of any jndgment wbich bas been or may 
hereafter be rendered upon any claim for damages because of depredations committed 
by said Indians prior to the elate of this agreement. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
All of the provisions of the agreement between the parties hereto, made February 
11th, 1887, not in conflict with the provisions of this agreement, are hereby continued 
in full force and effect. 
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ARTICLE IX. 
It is understood and declared that wherever the word Indian is used in_this agree-
ment it includes mixed bloods ·as well as full bloods. 
ARTICLE X. 
This agreement shall not be binding upon either party until ratified by Congre'Ss. 
Dated and signed at the Fort Belknap Agency, Montana, on the ninth clay of 
October, 1895. 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAI ... j 
· ""\iVILLIAM C. POLLOCK. 
GEo. Bnw GRINNELL. 
ASSINNIBOINE. 
No. Indian name. Signed by- English name. 
1 Honga Djn shi na . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . His x mark....... Little Chief. 
: a~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::~~:::::::::::: · ¥sr!~~-~1:near. 
~ ~~]~~~~~~:~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :~~ :::::::::::: ~f:Ci ~~~lf~· 
7 Mmi o toll wahn ................................... do .... .. .. .. .. Eyes in the Water. 
8 Shank do ke ella hek da koka ...................... do .. .. .. .. .. .. Snappiug Wolf. 
!I Iawnhkiyu ....................................... do ............ ThuuderSpeakR. 
~~ 1 i:~:~\au;~~~-~~-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~~ :::::::::::: ~V~~l ~~~r. 
12 Ta mahk p;a wa kan ye ................... _ ........ do ....... ..... Thuuder Cloud. 
13 Chm wi ba bdi cha ................................. do ............ Hump on the Breast. 
14 Tha pa na .......................................... do .. . .. .. .. .. . The :Four. 
15 Shuukkneknekha ................................ do ............ Spotted Horse. 
~~ ~: ;]~:~~ ~~~- ~1~~ ~~:::: ::::::~::: :::::::::::: :::: :~~: ::::::::::: ~~~~~-d~~a~~~s. 
18 Iwank kda ki ...................................... do ............ Glass. 
19 Mahk pi yaman tolL ............................... do ............ Clowl Bear. 
; : ~~:~;::Jok: •hi: :~~ ~ ~) li: ~~·i ~ ~ ~ ::)  ): ~ ~) I •• :. Ii ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~::.: ~ i ~}Jf~~,~~~''" 
~~ . f~ [:t~ ~~?~:-:~::::::~~::::~~:: ::~:: -: ::::: ::: ~ :::: :~~: ::::::::::: ~~~:~~~-~~te Chicken. 
~~ 1 a~:~~~~b~a;~~i;~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I :::::~~:::::::::::: I ~~~~£(;1~ Pipe. 
32 Wa me tli he tom a ............................... _ .. do .......... _- I Has the Eagle. 
33 Chin dja bin kpara ................................. do ............ ; Dropperl the Child. 
!! I ~i~if~ft;,L~~:: ~~~- .. >: : 1.: j ~~ ~ :::~: I ~;I~tff::. 
38 j Shnnka wa mdi kte ........................... ' ..... do .......... -- 1 Dog' Kills the Eagle. 
:g , ~k~~i~l~~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :·.1:::: :~~~ :::::::::::: ri~~~~~l~:~~~og. 
!~ 1 ffui~n1~ab~-~~il~-: ::::::::::: :::::::::~::: ::::::::: :~~ :::::: :::::· ~t~~~gOwl. 
43 Shunk ohnjin cba ........................ __ ....... rlo .... __ .... Bobtailed Horse. 
44 A.h wank kdok m:mi ....................... ___ ..... do.......... Watches Walking. 
45 Wn su .............................................. do.......... Hailstone. 
!! fiS~J~~~~~~~-iL ~~~~ ::~~~~~~~~~ ~~ii: ~ ~:~ ~ ~ ~:: ::!~ ::::::::::::1 (~~[;~:::::~ear. 
50 1 Cbe ta wa chilm be ................................ do .......... -- ~ Hawk Feather. 
51 Mabk pi a o tohnwe .......................... - ~ -- ... do ..... _ ...... Open EJ·es in Cloud, 
52 Ta zhina ........................................... do ............ , Yellow Calf. 
53 Su su win cbahk ella._: .............. _ ............. do .. . . .. . .. .. . Old 13all:;. 
54 Hekhakasha ............... ....... ............... do ............ RPdElk. 
~~ ~iah~~~~:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :~~: ::::::::::: ~~~nfr~!~i.Foot. 
57 Ieshibn ............................................ do ............ Dumb. 
~~ _ ~-~~ _ g~~ ~i- :'~ ~-~-.'.'.'.'.'.'.·.·_·:::.·.·.·.·.·.·:::::::::: :::: :~~ :::::::::::: <fr~~~YHJ~~kso.n. 
60 ..................................................... do ............ SmnKing. 
61 Ta he na pin cha shke .............................. do .. .. . . .... . . Tied Horn on his Waist. 
~~ ~:~at:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: -~~ ::::::::::::I ~~~~a~~J~l~~ng. 
64 Ta tanka ......................................... _.do .. .. . . .. . . .. William Bull. 
65 Ki yabn in cha ka .... _ ...... __ .................... do . . .. . . .. .. .. Grows :Flying. 
66 Intoshiwakah.n ................................ ,.do ............ 
1 
False Prophet. 
~~ ~~~~?l :as~~:~~·:::::::::::::::::::::::~:::: :::: :~~ :::::::::::: ~~;u~£}~?.e. 
69 Hok shi na wit kot ko .............................. do ........... _ Fool Boy. 
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.A.SSINNIBOINE-Continued. 
No. Indian name. Signed by- I English name. 
70 Huhn ska hah ................................. His x mark ...... . Leggings. 
~~ ~~u~~~~~~t~~~~: ::~~~ ~~ :::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :1~ ::::::::::::I ~~;~~:~og. 
74 Kn teh....................................... . ... . do . . . . . . . . . . . . Shooter. 
~~ gh;inb~~~~-~~ ~~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :~~:::::: :::::: ~~~t:oh:. Pipe. 
771 Ni yah to ya na ............. .. ...................... do . . . . . . . . . . . . George Blne Breath. 
78 Mi nah ............................. . ......... . ..... do ............ Knife. 
~~ I :&fii;~j:;; <-<< <>> ~,J:~~~-~ F ~~~:cnt 
!~ ~lth:r!~~~~-~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:: :::::~~ :::::::::::: r~~~~~~f2e:· 
88 ~nnk ktel1. ........... _ ............................ do . . . . . . . . . . . . Kills Twice. 
89 Timan is a ......................................... do . . . . . . . . . . . . Camp Walker. 
~~ 1~~~~~1~1L:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~~ :::::::::::: j~hmG~~~inker. 
92 Ka neh kha ................................. _ ...... do ... .. ..... .. In the Bowels. 
9il Tomah ta tanka ...................... . ............ Jo . .. . . . . . . . . . Four Bulls. 
94 Ahkkdeshkana .............................. l ..... do ............ Lizard. 
95 Tsihn te hlnla t.a chan ku ....... .. ................. do .......... . Rattlesnake Trail. 
96 t:lba ko wi _ ......................................... do . . . . . . . . . . . . Seven. 
97 1 Obnswokdi._ ................................. 
1 
••••• do ············1 Awkward Man. 
98 I Hok to hoksln ............................... - ~ - .... do ............ Gray Boy. 
99 Wa sbi dju hok ~hina:- ............. .. .............. do . .. . . . . . . . . . White Boy. 
100 , Shungo tanka hoK shma .... ................ -- ~ - .... do ............ 
1 
Horse Boy. 
101 I To yo ka ken za un ki. ............................. do ............ 
1 
Noisy Bed. 
102 Che tanu we .... ... . ....................... ........ clo ............ Swimming Hawk. 
]03 ' Mi sbnp ....................................... .. ... do . . . . . . . . . . . . :Flint Stone. 
ill ! ~~~~~\~Y·l;;;;;;:;;••-•~;;;:••••;;:;•~ : •••••1~ •;•::;:::•::. ~~~Ff~:: 
111 [ Wahm eli hunka .. ............................ _ ..... do .. _ ......... ' Eagle Chief. 
112 Ah kna ke ya ,ye ................................... do ........... . :Follower. 
!!! i f;~R;~: ,: ! ! : • ~ l: •: •: •::: •  lli! •! • • •:: •::. •:: • ·~~ •:::::: ::::: ~\i%Jii~::f 
g~ 111 .'~l~~ _t~~~~-~;~::: :: :_: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::1:::: :~~: :::::::::::1 ~~~:r~f!~on. 121 In tu ga sahn he lu tuhu .......................... do ............ 
1 
Horned· IV easeL 
122 i Toga i~eha hkft ....................... _ ..... - ~- .... do . . . . . . . .. . . . Firs~ ~aised. 
123 
1 
llok shme wa )mhu ....................... .... ..... do ............ Mecl1c!ne Boy. 
124 1 Mahn to na zln ................................. _. .. do . . . . . . . .. . . . Standmg Bear. 
~~~ ' }f~:!i;~~vX~:t:~
1
;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1 :::::~~ :::::::::::: ~§~~f~t~:r. 
128 [ Tashinatankahokshi. ............................. do ............ BigBlanketBoy 
129 Toga ho tohn . ......... ............................ do ............ First Sound. 
130 Tohk hok shine ..................................... do ........ , . . . Enemy Boy. 
131 Toga hnnga ........................................ do ........... FirRt Chief. 
132 Wn ke ya wehn cha cha ..................... ..... .. do ............ Old Thunder 
133 l<o gi pa bi. ... ....... ................... ....... .... do ............ Afraid. 
134 \Vashasht .......................................... do ............ Bear Claws. 
135 Shunk ltilmt .................. ........ ... .......... . do ...... .... .. Blue HorRe. 
136 vVa ha chunga e ag .... .................. ........... rlo . . . . . . .. . . . Took t.he Shield. 
137 Gan upi. ........................................... do . . . . . . . .. . . . .Fannin!!:. 
138 Ni a mnn kaht................................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . Frank Wheeler. 
139 I Ni a to~ ...................................... ·1 His x mark ...... ·1 Blne ~reath. . 
140 Hunga m chah gha ......... ............. ....... .... do . . . .. . . .. . . . Growmg to be a Clnef. 
Iii :··········:·····••••:•: \\\\\i: \:.·~··~· 1 ···~·····~·····:•~: !I ~~~dl~¥L 146 , M:ahn kah ~bin ai ye ......................... _ His x mark....... Dirt Robe. 
147 1 ::vl:ol1k pa b1 : . ...................................... do ............ Shoots Down. 
148 A pa bin a .......................................... do .. . . . . . .. . . . Strikes. 
149 \Va hah chnng toh ................................. do ............ Blue Hhielcl. 
n~ \ ~~o:i~1~-~~~~-~--~~~:_::::::~::~:::::::::::- ::::::: :::::~~ :::::::::::: ¥i£{~'y;~~--
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GROS VENTRE OF THE PRAIRIE. 
No. I Indians name. I Signed by-· English name. 
1 I I tan cba wuha wua ........................... 1 His x mark ....... Running Fisher. 
: ~~~~lt~~~~:~;;:::::::: ~:::: ::::: .~ ::::::: :::: :t:::: :~~ ::::::::: :::' ~~~~:·~~:~({~h. 
5 Tse 11i wus un ...•.................................. do ............ No Bear. 
6 Nas nah tswye ..•.••.............................. do ............ Three White Cows. 
~ fa:~~!}~~:~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::1~ ::::::::::::: £;~Ks~i~t 
~~ :f~t, ~-~i~-:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :~~ ::::::::::: :i ~flffee~l~~~e. 
12 Te ni tissa .......................................... do ............ I lleturned to \Var. 
!! lll~i~~: ninl< j:; j: f: (; j;; ~;: f;:.: (:f.: f: I:: : ~~ •• ~ ~::! ( (. ( ; i~~~t~:lled 
~ ~ · rg~ls :f//:••·:::::::·::•·::·i;i·:: ~ ;~·fc• :::: ::t tt~~:, 
12~;;;; !! ••ii!!!i•i!ii;ii:::!if• ii!i!! I Hl,[ack:•!iil !llf:~~~an 
FoRT BELKNAP AGENCY, Mmn., 
October 9, 1895. 
We, .James Matt, Charles Buckman, Chas. Perry, and James Perry, do certify that 
the annexed and foregoing agreement by and between the United States and Indians 
residing upon aud attached to the l<'ort Belknap Indian Reservation, in Montana, was 
fully interpretecl to said Indians and they made to understand the same; that after 
said interpretation the said Indians, whose names appear fiubscribed to said n,gree-
ment, signed the same in our presence. 
We further certify that said Indians are members of said tribes and reside upon 
said resen·ation, set apart for said Indians in Montuna, and that said subscribers are 
male adults over the age of 21 years. 





FoRT BELKNAP AGENCY, MoNT., 
October 9, 1895. 
I hereby certify that there are 181 male adult Assinniboine and 153 male adult Gros 
Ventre Indians, making a total of 334 male adult Indians residing on this reservation 
and drawing rations and annuities at this agency, as shown by the records of the 
agency office. 
LUKE c. HAYS, 
United States Indian Agent. 
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REPORT. 
The Fort Belknap Indian Reservation extends south f1 om the Milk River to the 
watershed of the Little Rocky Mountains, separating the waters of the Milk from 
those of the Missouri River. The only available timber on the resf;lrvatiou is found 
in this mountainous pa.rt of the reservation, aud the only waters available for irriga-
tion have their source in these mountains. 
The mountainous area may be roughly classified into two portions-the limestone 
area, on which all the useful timber is found, and the central region of porphyry, 
which is covered by scrubby pines and brush, nol1e of which is useful for timber. 
This porphyry area is the mineral-bearing part of the mountains. 
The area which it is desired shall be cut off from the reservation is this central, 
porphyry region. It includes the higher peaks and head-water gulches of the streams. 
The miners, as represented by their delegates, do not desire to include any timber 
land or acquire water rights, but simply to ha,·e the mineral zone separated from the 
reservation. 
A careful e:s:amination of this area shows that the la,rger part of the mineral-bear-
ing country lies within the boundaries of the reserva.tion. A large number of pros-
pects have been found north of the watershed (boundary line), from which I have 
collected specimens of ore showing free gold and that show very promising ledges of 
ore. One prospect has been worked at times, although within the reservation. A 
shaft 65 feet deep bas been sunk and a tunnel run in to meet it. The ore from this 
shaft was shipped and yielded $32,000 to the owners. A number of claims located 
upon the divide show lodes running across the ridges, the greater part of the lead 
being on the reservation. Examples of this occur south of Mission Butte, at the 
west end, and on the divide near Shellrock Mountain ·to the east, 
The placer cleposi ts occurring within the limits of the reserve are not of any great 
extent or ya]ue. In no case have any of the placers yielded more than very small 
returns, the miners barely making wages, if that mueh. 
After carefnl examination of the gronnd, going ovor the conntry to note mineral 
character, timber, and water, I am convinced that. the mineral deposits are of suffi-
cient extent and importance to warrant the cutting off of a portion of the mountain 
part of the reservation. The following limits would reRerve to the Iudians all t.he 
available timber alHl at the same time free the mineral-bearing area: 
Starting from the summit of Mission Butte, at the 5.!-mile monnment of the reser-
vation boundary, due north to the :,;onth bank of the Northern Fork of People's 
Creek; thence up the south bank of the stream to the divide between this creek and 
Lodge Pole Creek; thence from this divide N.l~. 53 ° (mag.) to the intersection of a 
line drawn N. E. 20 ° from the summit of Granite Bu.tt.e (61-mile monument~). This 
area would include about 35 square miles, as near as can be estimated with the data 
at band, all of which is mineral-bearing or likely t.o proYe so. This area includes 
but a few acres of timber, being mainJy covered by young pines of 2 feet to 5 feet iu 
height. It includes no land capable of cultivation. 
The limits desired by the prospectors generally are defined by the limestone reef 
that encircles the porphyry. While forming a natural boundary, this is one llifficult 
of precise de:finitiou, and is, moreover, open to objection, as there are two small iso-
lated patches of limestone within the porphyry area and one butte of porphyry 
within the main limestone area. 
BOUNDARIES OF PIWl'OSED ARl~A TO BE CUT OFF. 
The limits as defined in tl1e last paragraph, while satisfactory to those <leRiring the 
cutting off of the reservation, are open to a critical objection, inasmuch as they do 
not inclnde the" contact" zone between the limestone and the porphyry. There-
fore, a better boundary, so far as the futnre is concerned, would be obtained by draw-
ing a line from the summit of Mission Butte (54.mile boundary monument) dne north 
to the intersection of the limestone ''rim" or" reef" lying north of the north l>ranch 
of Peoples Creek (the l:ltream joining the main creek a, half mile above St. Paul's 
missi~n). Thence follow the limestone reef to a point N. 15° E. magnetic from the 
summit of the ne::tk known as Granite Bntte (the peak south of the 61t-ruile bound-
ary monument). This will include all the mineral-bearing porphyry area and the 
contact zone, and will exclntle all timber lands. 
Respect fully submitted. 
WALTER H. WEED, 
Geologist, United States Geological Suney. 
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DEP .ARTMEN'l' OF THE INTERIOR, 
GENERAL L.AND OFFICE, 
Washington, January 20, 1896. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 
January 13, 1896, directing this office to report, in duplicate, as to the 
manner in which the ceded lands of the Blackfeet and the Fort Belknap 
Indians should be disposed of, and also to submit drafts of items or 
sections to be added to the bills submitted to you by the honorable 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
With his report (in triplicate) of January 11, 1896, relative to the 
negotiatious with the Blackfeet Indians the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs includes duplicate copies of the report of the commissioners 
appointed to treat with t.hese Indians, dated December 14, 1895, dupli-
cate copies of the proceedings of councils, duplicate copies of an 
agreement entered into, and duplicate copies of a bill incorporating 
this agreement, ratifying the same, and providing for the survey of 
the lands agreed upon to be ceded to the United States. 
With his report of the same date relative to the negotiations with 
the Fort Belknap Indians the Commissioner of Indian Affairs includes 
similar papers, together with a report by Walter H. Weed, geologist, 
United States Geological Survey. 
I have carefully examined the various documents, and have reached 
the conclusion that the lands covered by each bill are valueless for 
other than miniug purposes and that they should be made subject to 
disposal under the mineral-land laws only. 
Inasmuch as the commission estimates the area of the lands to be sur-
rendered by t.he Blackfeet Indians as 800,000 acres and fixes $1,500,000 
as the sum to be paid therefor, the prices per acre established by sec-
tions 2325, 2333, and 2337, United States Revised Statutes, for the sale 
of mineral lands, will be afnply sufficient when these lands are sold to 
reimburse the Government for the gross sum paid the Indians. 
The area of the lands to be ceded by the Belknap Indians is estimated 
at 40,000 acres, and the amount to be paid therefor is fixed at $360,000. 
Accordingly the price per acre at which these lands should be sold to 
miners should be placed at $10 per acre. 
I have the l10nor to submit the following sections as additional to the 
proposed bills: 
BLACKFEET INDIAN RESERVATION. 
A BlLL to ratify an agreerne:pt, etc. 
SEC. 3. That upon t.he :filing in the United States local land office for the district in 
which the lands surrendered by article one o£ the foregoing agreement are situated 
of the approved plat of survey authorized by section two of this aet the lands so 
surrendered shall be open to occupation, location, and purchase nuder the provisions 
of the mineral-land laws onl~7 , subject to the several articles of t.he foregoing agree-
ment: P1·m,idcd, That the terms of this section shall not be construe(l to authorize 
occupancy of said lands for mining purposer:; prior to the date of filing said appro\ed 
plat of sun~ey. 
BELKNAP INDIAN RESERVATION. 
A BILL to ratify an agreement, etc. 
SEc. 3. That upon the filing in the United States local land office for the (listrict 
in which the lands surrendered by article one of the foregoing agreement are situated 
of the approved pla~ of suney authorized by section two of this act the lands so 
surrendered shall be open to occupation, location, and purchase under the provisions 
of the minernl-landlaws only, subject to the several articles of the foregoing agree-
ment: P1·otided, That said lands shall be sold at ten dollars per acre: And p1·ot'ided 
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further, That the t"erms of this section shall not be construeu to authorize the occu-
pancy of said lands for mining purposes prior to the date of filing said approved plat 
of survey. 
The papers transmitted with your letter are herewith returned. 
Very respectfully, 
S. vV. LAMOREUX, Commiss·ioner. 
The SECRE'L'.ARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
A BILL to ratify an agreement with the Indians of the Fort Belknap Reservation, Montana, and 
making appropriations to carry the same into effect. 
Whereas William C. Pollock, George Bird Grinnell, and Walter M. Clements, com-
missioners on the part of the United States, did on the ninth day of October, A. D. 
eighteen hundretl and ninety-five, conclude an agreement with the Indians of the 
Fort Belknap Reservation in the State of Montana, which said agreement is in 
words and figures as follows, to wit: 
Agt·eement concluded October ninth, 1895, witl-p the. Indians of the li'm·t Belknap Rese1·va-
tion in .Montana, by William C. Pollock, George Bird Gt·innell, and Waltm· M. Clernents, 
commissioners. 
This agreement, made and entered into this ninth day of October, A. D. 18H5, by 
and between William C. Pollock, George Bird Grinnell, and \VaHer M. Clements, 
commissioners on the part of the United States, and the undersigned Intlians, resid-
ing upon and attache1l to the Fort Belknap Indian Reservation in the State of 
Montana, the same constituting a majority of tl1e male adult Indians belonging upon 
said reservation, \vitnesseth that, 
ARTICLE I. 
For and in consideration of the sum to be paid and the obligations ussnmell on the 
part of the United States, ,as hereinafter set forth, saicl Indians of the Fort Belknap 
Reservation hereby convey, relinquish, aud release to the United States all their 
right, title, and iuterest iu aud to thai portion of their present reservation, in the 
State of .Montaua, lying and being within the following-descri!Jed lines, to wit: 
Beginning at the 54-mile bouudary monument, at a. point about the middle of the 
crest of Missiou Butte, and following a straight line, bearing (maguetic) north 17 
degrees 30 miuutes west, to the highest. point on a limestone ridge on tile south side 
of the north fork of People's Creek, and running at right angles to the course of said 
creek at this point; thence in a straight line, bearing (magnetic) north 2 degrees 45 
minutes west, to a rounded, timbered knob on the crest of the limestone reef on the 
north side of the north fork of People's Creek, and parallel with its general course; 
thence easterly, following the crest of the last-mentioned limestone reef north of the 
north fork of People's Creek, to :::t low rounded hill on said ltmestone reef, where it dips 
down to the valley of Lodge Pole1 or Red Moun t::tin Creek; thence in a straight line, 
north 74 <legrees east (magnetic), to the wooded limestone ridge known as Travois 
Butte, where a line drawn 1rom the summit of Granite Butte (the peak south of the 6It-
mile boundary monument) north 15 degrees east (magnetic) would intersect it; thence 
along said straight line to the southern bouudary Hue of the present reservation; 
thence along said southern boundary line of the present reservation to the point of 
beginning. 
ARTICLE II. 
:For and in consideration of the conveyance, cession, and relinquishment hereinbe-
fore made, the United States hereby covenants and agrees to advance and expend 
during the period of four years, beginni11g from and after the expiration of the pay-
ments provided for in the agreement made between the parties hereto on the ele\·enth 
day of Pe!Jrnary, A. D. eighteen hundred an(l eighty-se\·en, and ratified by Congress 
on the first day of May, A. D. eighteen hundred and eigllty-eight, under tl1e direction 
of the Secret.ary of the Interior for the Indians, the sum of three hundred and sixty 
thousand dollars. It is agreed that the said money shall be deposited in the Treas-
ury of the United States immediately upon t.he exphation of the payments under the 
said agreement of 1887, to bear interest at the rate of four per centnm per annum, 
and there shall be expended the sum of ninety thousand dollars ;yearly, or so much 
thereof as may be necessary, as hereiuafter provided. It is provided that any sur-
plus accumulated under and remaining at the expiration of payments under the 
agreement of 1887 shall also bear interest at the rate of four per centum per annum. 
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Such sums, or so much thereof as may .be necessary in any one year, shall be 
expended in the purchase of CO\YS, bulls, and other live stock, goods, clothing, sub-
sistence, agricultural implementA; in providing emplo~·ees, in the education of 
Indian children, in procuring medicine and medical attendance, in the care and sup-
port of the aged, Aick, and infil'm, aud helple:ss orphans; in the erection and keeping 
in repair of such new agency an<l school buildings, mills, blaeksm1th, carpenter anu 
wagon shops, as may be necessary; in assisting the Indian!-\ to bnild and keep in 
repair their houses, enclose and irrigate their farms, and in such other ways as may 
best promote their civilization and improvement. 
ARTICLE III. 
It is agreed that in the employment of all ap;ency and school employees preference 
in all cases be given to Indians residing on the reservation, who are well qualified 
for such positions, and that all cattle issued to said InJians for stock-raising pur-
poses, and their progeny, shall bear the brand of the Indian Department, and shall 
not he sold, exchang·ed, or slaughtered except hy the consent of the agent in charge, 
until such time as this restriction shall be removed bv the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs. · 
ARTICLE IV. 
In order to encourage habits of industry and to reward labor, it is fnrther under-
stood and agreed that in the giving out or distrilmtion of cattle or other stock, goods, 
clothing, subsistence, and agriculturaJ implements, as provided in Article Il, prefer-
ence shall be given to In<1i:-ms who endeavor by honest labor to support themselves, and 
especially to those who in good f;-~ith undertake the cultivation of the soil and engage 
in pastoral pursuits as a means of obtaining a livelihood, and the distribution of 
these benefits shall be made from time to time in such manner as shall best promote 
the objects specified. 
ARTICLE v. 
As the scarcity of water on this reservation renders the pursuit of agriculture 
difficult and uncertain, and since the reservation is well adapted to stock raisiug, 
and it seems probable that the main reliance of these Indians for self-support is to 
be found in cattle raising, it is agreed that during the existence of this agreement 
no allotments of land in severalty shall be made to them, but that this whole reser-
vation Rball continue to be held by these Indians as a communal grazing tract, upon 
which their herds may feed undisturbed; :mel that after the expiration of this agree-
ment the land shall continue to ue so held until such time as a majority of the adult 
males of the tribes shall request in writing that allotment in severalty shall be made 
of their lands: Provided, that any member of the triues may, with the approval of 
the agent in charge, fence in such area of land as he and the members of his family 
would be entitled to under the allotment act, and may file with the agent a descrip-
tion of such land and of the improvements that be has made on the same, and the 
filing of such description shall give the said member of the tribes the right to take 
such land when allotments of the lands in seYcmlty shall be made. 
ARTICLE VI. 
So soon as this agreement shall have received the approval of Congress, the bound-
ary lines described in Article I shall be surveyed, designated, and marked by monu-
ments not more t.han one-half mile apart. The expense of snch survey shall be 
borne by the United States, but the unskilled laborers employed in the work shall be 
hired from among the Indians residing on this reservation. 
Such survey and the markings of the above-described boundary lines shall ue done 
immediately-not later than ninety days after the approval of thi:s ngreement by 
Congress-and completed as speedily as possible, and the ceded portion of the reser-
vation shall not be thrown open to occupancy by the whites until after the new 
boundaries of the reservation shall have been established and marked. 
ARTICLE VII. 
It is further agreed and provided that none of the money realized from the sale of 
this land shall be ap})lied to the payment of any judgment which has been or may 
hereafter he rendered npon any claim for damages because of depredations com-
mitted by said Indians prior to the date of this agreement. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
All of the provisions of the agreement between the parties hereto, made Feb-
ruary 11th, 18S7, n()t in conflict with the provisions of this agreement, are hereby 
continne<L in full force and effect. 
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AHTICLE IX. 
It is understood and declarerl that wherever the word Indian is nseu in this agree-
ment it iuclndes mixed bloods as well as full bloods. 
AHTICLF. X. 
This agreement shall not be binding upon either party until ratified by Congress. 





\VILLIAl\I C. POLLOCK. 
GEO. BIRD GIUN~ELL. 
N ~~ Indian name. Signed by- f English name. 
i J,l~';,~~ Dju_•h'_"': :::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::r. Il'".t,m"'l<::: :: ) 'r\;!r~~f~"· 
3 Mon to wakan dapi. ........................... . .... do . . . . . . . . . . . . Medicine Bear. 
4 Wi tana do Islawl. 
~ ~~~~~~~~~~-!~:::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: :::~:: :::~~ :::::::::::: ~?~~1/~~li~~-
7 Mini o toh wahn ......................... -~ .... 
1 
..... do ............ Eyef! in the Water. 
8 Shank do ke cha hek da koka ...................... do ............ :-iuapping Wolf. 
1~ I ~,: 7a~~!~~tp~- h·a: :::::: ::·: :::::::::::: ~:: :::!::: ::~~ ::::::::::::
1 
~~~~~~e~~~peaks. 
11 Ttt teh lum ka .......................... ~ ........... do . . . . . . . . . . . . Wind Chief. 
1~ Ta_mal~k pia 'Ya kan ye ............................. do . . . . . . . . . . . . Thunder Cloud. 
la Chm w1 ba bih cha ................................. do . . . . . . . . . . . . Rump on the B1·east. 
14 Tab pa lla .......................................... do ............ The Four. 
15 Shunk lme kne kha ................................ do . . . . . . . . . . . . Spot.te!l Horse. 
16 Wa ki ang cba nu pa ............................... do ............ Thunder Pipe. 
17 Ota cba pa pi. ...................................... clo ............ Many Stabl>ers. 
18 Iwank krla ki . ..................................... do . . . . . . .. .. . . Glass. 
19 Mahk pi ya man toh........................... . ... rlo . .. . . . . .. . . . Cloud Bear. 
20 Wa kau she na ..................................... do ............ Medicine Robe. 
~~ ~l~;~l:~l~!ctj~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :~{~: ::::::::::: ~~~at~~-
23 ...................... ·······················-·· ..... do ............ Abe Shirt. 
~ ~~~:.;:~~~~~~~:~~i::~~ ~~: :~~ ~ ~: :::::::::::::1: ::: :~~: ::::::::::: ~~1i~~t :o;~ter. 
~~ ~hi yo~t ~~sb teh .............................. 
1 
... tio ............ 
1 
~~me.~ra~rie Chicken. 
!l ~~ ¥t~t~~L- i::::: iii:::::::::_:::: •-: I::: i~ ::::: •: :::-• ~~1~~;~:~~:: 
33 Chin dja hin kpara ................ ············ !·····do ............ 
1 
Dropped the Child. 
~; ~~~0t~l~bg~ -~~::: :::::::::::::: ::~::: ::::::::::1:::: :~~ :::::::::::: ~~n·~~~~ru. 
~~ ~~l~et;~t ~ohut.n:l~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :i:::: :~~ :::::::::::: 1 ~~!;?H~::.ce. 
38 Shunka wa mdi kte ...... : ......................... do ............ I Dog· Kill~ the Eagle. 
39 Shunga o 11:1 ........................................ do ............ \Vonn<led Dog. 
!~ f1~~~~~1~a~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~~ ::::::::::::1 ~~gi~~~ump. 
42 Huhn bahn sapa ................................... do ............ I Black Owl. 
43 Shunk ohn,iin cba ................................. do ............ Bobtailed Horse. 
!~ fv~;:~.~~-~~~l_o_l~-~~-~~~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :~~ :::::::::: :: i ii.~1i~io~e:valking. 
!! l?~~~ful~~i~~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I :::::~~:::::::::::: ~i~~Fg ~~onct 
49 1\iantoh sin ~rle keta .......................... 
1 
..... do . . . . .. .. . .. . Rattlesnake Bear. 
50 Che ta wa clnhn he ................................. do ............ Hawk Feather. 
51 Mahk pi a o tohnwe ................................ do ............ Open Eyes in Cloud. 
~1 ~~ :~~=fra~~~~~:~~1:~:::::::::::: ::~:::::::::::r:::::~~ ::::::::::::1 ~~f~1~~~lf. 
55 Si ba opi ........................................... do ............ · \Vounde1l Foot. 
~~ :r: ~~~~~::::. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I :::::~~::::: .::::::: ~~r!~ad. 
~~ :~~~: ~:~~:~~~~ ~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1::: ::~~ :::::::::::: i ~~~l~~~kson. 
61 Ta he na pin cha sbke .............................. do . .. . . . . . . . . . Tied Horn on his ·waist. 
~~ ~l;~a~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1
:: :::~~ ::::::::::::I ~<t~~~~s~~~ng. 
~~ i~ ;-~~~}~~"h~-k~:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::;: ::::~~ ::::::::::::1 ~!~~~F~~~1g. 
66 In to sh~ wa ~aim .................................. do ........... ·1 False Prophet. 
~~ ~~~~~~~\:as~~:~~~:::::~:·::::::::::~~:::::::: :::: :~~ :::::::::::: ~~~~~~~-e. 
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.A..SSlNNIBOINE-Continued. 
No. Indian name. Signed by- English name. 
1-------------------------------------
69 Hokshinawitkotko ......................... Hisxmark ....... FoolBoy. 
70 Huhn ska bah ...................................... do . . . . . . . . . . . . Legging~;. 
~~ ~~k!::\~at:~~:::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::1:::: :~~ :::::::::::: r~~~~i~o;~og. 
73 Pa ba sha she ................................. 1 ••••• do . . . . . . . . . . . . Rerl Hair. 
74 Ku teh ...............•........................ · ..... do ..........•. Shooter. 
~~ 8h~ ~~~~~~~~-~~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::r: ::: :~~ ::::::::::::I ~f~t~~-Pipe. 
77 Ni yah to ya na ............................ --- 1···--do ............. George Blue Breath. 
78 Mi nah ............................................. do . . . . . .. . . . . . . Knife. 
I! I :~:~f~~~~~~~~~ ~~~::_~~~~~~~~:~::~::::::::: :)L::::~::::I ~~~,iE; 
84 I ah to kan .... -.· ................................... do . .. . . . . . . . . . Talks Different. 
83 Shunga tsapa ................................. His x mark ..... -- ~ Blaci{ Dog. 
~~ ~~b:~~k~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::i~ :::::::::::: ~~I~~a~~:-
88 Nunk kteh ......................................... do ............ Kills Twice. 
89 Timan is a ......................................... do ............ Camp ·walker. 
90 lyewkcba ......................................... do ............ Thomas Thinker. 
91 Hok elm pi. .................................... , ... do . . . . . . . . . . . . Fish Guts. 
92 Ka neb kha ........................................ do . . . . . . . . . . . . In the Bowels. 
\13 'l'o nia.h ta tanka ................................... do ............ 1 Four Bulls. 
94 Ahk kde sbka na .................................. do ...... ······1 Lizard. 
95 Tsibn t.e bkda ta chan ku .......................... do . . . . . . . . . .. . Rattlesnake Trail. 
96 Shakowi .......................................... do ............ Seven. · 
97 Uhn swo kcli ........................................ do ............ 1 .A..wkard Man. 
98 Hoktohokshi. ..................................... clo ··-····----- ! Gray .Boy. 
99 Wa shi dju hok shina .............................. do .......... --1 White Boy. 
100 Slmngo tanka hok shina ..................... T .... do ........... Horse Boy. 
!H f~Jt~~E·-.,i _ i-_::iii--: i i: i: -: _ i _i1 ~ i: i~ :- i:::- ~-i _ i !t~{{~~!}::.· 
107 Hoksbinachatka ............... ............. i··---clo ·········--- ~ LeftHandBoy. 
108 Wuhn zo zhu ha ................................... do . .. . . . . . . . . . Trousers. 
m ~l~~~i~~~~~:_:: :::: ::: ::::_::: :~::'::Jf :::::::::::-: ~~~~:~~~f. 
113 Hunga nazhi. ...................................... do . . . . . . . . . . . . Stauding Chief. 
114 Hemanga ......................................... do ............ [ron Horn. 
115 Ta tanka mon i. .................................... do . . . . . . . . . . . . \V" alking .Bull. 
U~ · :r;i- ~;t~- kd~---_·_·_·_·_·_·_·.-.:: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: ::~~ :::::: ::::::r K~~~l~s~~~!.-
118 I nshua uns a ............................. : ........ do ............ I Lone Man. 
g~ _ ~-~~~-t~~~-~ ~-~---·_·_·_·_-_-_- ~: ::::::::::::::::::::::: : ::::~~ :::·::: :::: :: i ~~~1:r~L~~on. 
121 In tu ga sabn he ki tubn ..................... . ..... do ........... ·1 Hornecl Weasel. 
122 Toga 'in cha hka ................................... clo ............ First Raised. 
123 Hok shine wa kahn ................................ do . . . . . . . . . . . . Medicine Hoy. 
124 Maim to na zhi. ......................... : .......... clo ........... - I Standing Bear. 
125 Tatankasinteh ............. .. ................ l ..... do ............ Buffalo Tail. 
126 Wi zi zi yeh ....................................... do ............ Yellow Lodge. 
127 Hunga moni. ....................................... do . ~.......... Walking Chief. 
128 Ta shina. tanka hokshi. ............................. clo . . . . . . . . . . . . Big Blanket Boy. 
129 Toga ho tohn ....................................... do • . . . . . . . . . . . Ji'irst Sound. 
130 Tohk hok sbine . .................................... do . . . . . . . . . . . . Enemy Boy. 
131 Toga hunga .....................................•.. do . . . . . . . . . . . . First Chief. 
132 Wake ya welm cha cha ............................. do . .. . . . . . . . . . Old Thnnder. 
~~: ~0a~t~~~~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~~ :::::::::::: ~!~~i~iaws. 
135 8hunk hibnt ........................................ do ............ Blue Horse. 
136 Wa ba chunga e ag .......................... ; ...... do ...........• Took the Shield. 
~~~ gf~ ~;j~ k~ht:::: :::::::::::.::::::::::::::::: : , :::::~~-:::::: :::::: ~~~~~~n~heeler. 
139 Ni a toh....................... .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . His x mark ..•... - ~ Blue Breath. 
140 Hunga in chah gha ................................. do ............. Growing to be a Chief. 
141 . ! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Arthur Chester. 
142 .................................................................... Charles Perry. 
143 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John San born. 
144 .................................................................... Charles Wetan. 
145 .........................•.•.......•..........•......•....• .. •...... William H. Berry. 
i!~ ~~kk-~~\~~~~ -~~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::: -~~~do~~~~::::::: ~~~~£!o~~~n. 
148 .A pa bin a .......................................... do . . . . . . . . . .. . . Strikes. 
~t~ ~! feh11~lh~n~!~! :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~~ :::::::::::: ¥;~: ~~~f.ld. 
~~~ :rr~og~~~-~~~~:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ::::~~ :::::::::::: ~~i~~ru:~~~;: 
INDIANS OF THE FOR'r BELKNAP RESERVATION. 31 
GROS VENTRE OF THE PRAIRIE. 
------ --- --- ----,-----------,----
No. Indian name. Signed by-
1 I tan cha wuha wua . . .. __ .......... __ . __ ...... His x mark .. __ .. . 
2 Najun hi tuwit .................................... do------------
3 Chi btuts - ------------------------------------ ..... do ........... . 
4 Ni ni kut es . . . .. ------------------ ................. do ........... . 
5 Tseni wusun ...................................... do .......... .. 
6 Nasnah tswye ..................................... do .......... .. 
7 Wass byetsut ...................................... do ........... . 
8 Pa baa ............................................. do .......... .. 
9 A an u ............................................. do ........... . 
10 Kyau .............................................. do .......... .. 
11 A tis a nin . . ....................................... do ........... . 
12 Te ni tissa . ................................ . ... .- .... do ........... . 
13 Cheat si ............................................ do ...•........ 
n *~ht~~;;,~~;~,: :::~:·_:::.:::: ::· J·: u ::~::~::::~· 
ig ~! t'l~id;e~~:: ::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·· I :::::~~ :::::::::::: 
~ I ~~\~\; ~ i \\iii: i;;;! i; ;: ~~ ~ ; ~ ~ i i: i ::· i:1: ~''I ru"ii [ [~ l !!
29 Thnu ..... .. ....................... . . . ........ . ... . do · ·· - --------
30 Match a wis _ ...... . .......... . . ___ ........ _. _ ..... _do .. .. _. ___ . __ 
31 An as run ................................. . ... . ... . do ........ _. __ 
32 Naku~ . ............... . ............................ do . ......... . . 
33 A dju i. . .. . ... _ ...... _ ...... ___ . _ .. . ......... __ .... do _ ... _ .. _ ... . 
&4 Belknap ............................... . ............ do .......... .. 
35 .................................................................. .. 
36 ---·-·····--. ···- .. _, _______ .. ·- ..... - ·······-·- -·--··- - · - - .. . --- - .-




Man Sits High. 
BushyHead:-
No Bear. 






Returned to \Var. 
Head Dress. 
Cuts the Rope. 
Turned Toes. 
Goes to War. 
Hi_ghBird. 


















Daniel S. Bear. 
Bulls Robe. 
FoRT BELKNAP AGENCY, MoNT., October 9, 1895. 
We, James Matt, Charles Buckman, Chas. Perry, and James Perry, do certify that 
the annexed and foregoing agreement by and between the United States and Indians 
residing npon and attached to the Fort Belknap Indian Reservation in Montana was 
fully interpreted to said Indians and they made to understand the same; that after 
said tnterpretation the said Indians, whose names appear subscribed to said agree-
ment, signed the same in our presence. 
We further certify that said Indians are members of said tribes and reside upon 
said resen•ation, set apart for said Indians in Montana, and that said subscribers are 
male adults over the age of 21 years. · 





FORT BELKNAP AGENCY, MoNT., October .9, 1895. 
I hereby certify that there are 181 male adult Assinnihoine and 153 male adult Gros 
Ventre Indians, making a total of 334 male adult Indians residing on this reservation 
and drawing rations and annuities at this agency, as shown by the records of the 
agency office. 
Therefore, 
LUKE c. HAYS, 
United States Indian Ag6nt. 
Be it enacted by the Senate and Ho·use of Representatives of the United States of Amm·ica 
in Conq1·ess assen~bled, That said agreement be, and the same is hereby, accepted, 
ratified, and confirmed. 
S~<:c. 2. That for the purpose of making the survey of the boundary lines described 
in article one as provided for by article six of said agreement, there be, and hereby is 
appropriated out of any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated the sum 
of oue thousand five hundred dollars, or so much thereof as may be necessary, the 
same to be immediately available. 
32 INDIANS OJ!' THE FORT BELKNAP RESERVATION. 
SEC. 3. That upon the filing in the United States local land office for tlw uistrict 
in which the lauds surreu<lered by article one of the foregoing agreement are situ-
ated·, of the approved plat of survey authorized by section two of this a et, the lands 
so surrendered shall be open to occupation, location, and purchase, under the pro-
visions of the mineral-land laws only, eubject to the several articles of tlle foregoing 
agreement: Provided, That said lands shall be sold at ten dollars per acre: .dnd pro-
t•idecl further, That the terms of this section shall not be construed to authorize the 
occupancy of said lands for mining purposes prior the date of filing said approved 
plat of survey. 
0 
